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ABSTRACT

The existing building codes offer exemptions for historic structures that lessen the
prescriptive requirements and offer alternative means to achieve life safety goals. Three
examples selected for this study are unreinforced masonry towers subject to high wind loads
and seismic forces to explore the methods of Prescriptive, Work Area, and Performance
Compliance with an eye to the role of the building code official and where the decisions may
impact life safety in the course of repairing, altering, or changing the occupancy of the
towers. The thesis explores the complexity of the code while forming a roadmap of the
process. As the American Institute of Architects and Association for Preservation
Technology send out a call to professionals to better understand and increase their
involvement in the code development cycles at ICC, this thesis might offer a point of
discussion about the nature of hard-to-follow codes and the impact it has on life safety.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Within the model building code, there are broad exemptions for historic buildings
that allow the designer to bypass many requirements that a new structure must satisfy. These
exemptions intend to reduce the impact of building codes or provide alternative means to
meet the code intent so that work can proceed with a minimized impact on the historic
fabric. The building code, as it relates to historic buildings, intends to strike a balance
between the preservation ethos and maintaining life safety. This research aims to investigate
whether these exemptions, as applied to historic masonry towers, maintain basic levels for
structural and life safety.
The goal of this thesis is to explore the significant implications of applying the
historic building exemptions to the typical requirements of the building code. By adhering to
the Secretary of Interior Standards and minimizing the impact on historic fabric, where does
life safety get impacted by the structural portion of the work? The ability to reduce the
impact on a building’s historic fabric while achieving improvements to life safety is a
significant concern to many engineers, architects, preservationists, and building officials
working with historic structures. At either extreme of the code are significant concerns for
each party. By lobbying the building officials for minimal structural intervention while
undertaking alterations or repairs on historic buildings, the stakeholders may risk reducing
life safety in the course of their work. Alternatively, major seismic retrofit work might
drastically impact historic interiors when walls require strengthening.
The building code sections on historic buildings place the bulk of the effort on the
designer to investigate and propose solutions. Throughout the building codes, acceptance of
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the work is subject to approval by the building code official. They must decide whether to
agree to take the extent of work proposed, and they have to make a final determination on
the proper application of the building code based on the engineer’s investigations, reports,
and recommendations. The building official has a vital role in balancing protection for
historic buildings with life safety for the occupants. It is especially important in regions
where significant lateral load events occur and where historic structures do not meet the
requirements for new construction. It is the intent of this thesis to provide a glimpse at the
decisions on structural work which influence life safety.
The application of the building code on a typical building type, such as historic
masonry towers, provides insight into the process of how codes are applied. These towers
have several defining characteristics, specifically, a construction type no longer permitted for
new construction, exposure to high wind pressures, and vulnerability to seismic hazards. By
evaluating a historic building with all three issues, it may be possible to determine common
challenges in the application of the building code. In this study, the three buildings are a
church steeple, a lighthouse, and a chimney. They are all in the vicinity of Charleston, South
Carolina. Due to their location, they each represent a different life safety concern and fall
within each of the first three importance categories, I, II, and III, as defined by the
International Building Code 1.
The comparative study involves a general conditional assessment and an evaluation
of the life safety issues present. The next step is a simplified analytical evaluation of all three

International Code Council, International Building Code 2018 (Country Club Hills, IL: International Code
Council, 2017), 364.
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historic masonry towers to identify potential structural concerns. For these towers, that
means checking for overturning in a wind event and a seismic Tier 1 screening for known
deficiencies. Then each tower is subjected to the three different compliance methods,
Prescriptive, Work Area, and Performance Compliance, of the International Existing
Building Code, 2018 Edition, to understand the processes for all three paths available to the
code user.
One theme in this work is to minimize, to the greatest extent reasonable, the impact
the codes have on the historic fabric. It seems plausible that a code official, for the sake of
preservation, may allow the designer to circumvent every requirement because it would
impact the historic fabric. At the opposite extreme, for the sake of life safety or due to
insufficient training on the effective use of the code, they may not allow any exceptions for
historic buildings. The target of this study is a balance or a middle ground that leans toward
less intervention.
It is worth noting that there is an ethical obligation to safeguard the public. The
American Society of Civil Engineers, to which many structural engineers belong, has a Code
of Ethics dating back to 1914, and Canon 1 states that “Engineers shall hold paramount the
safety, health, and welfare of the public…” 2 The American Institute of Architects (AIA) uses
similar language in its Ethical Standards within their Code of Ethics. It is incumbent upon
designers to recognize the impact that their decision making has on life safety, especially
when taking exercising the exemptions for historic buildings.

American Society of Civil Engineers, “ASCE Code of Ethics,” July 2017, 1,
https://www.asce.org/uploadedFiles/About_ASCE/Ethics/Content_Pieces/Code-of-Ethics-July-2017.pdf.
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The initial phase of this thesis is a review of the current literature, including some of
the obsolete code cycles, which trace to the general development of the building codes and
their treatment of historic buildings. Additionally, the literature review covers the tools for
an evaluation of existing buildings, including IBC reference standards, documents from
ASCE, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Additionally, it reviews
the works covering current topics being discussed in the public realm to provide context.
The method proposed for answering the thesis question begins with an on-site survey of
three sample structures for general conditions assessment, the establishment of geometry,
and a review of the known history and evolution of the building. Three buildings, a church
steeple, a lighthouse, and a chimney, are evaluated with a series of simple calculations to
understand what the risks are, such as overturning or base shear. The work takes a
presumed repair, or likely trigger, through each of the three methods for compliance under
IEBC 2018. A comparison of the compliance method results demonstrates how each they
differ, where life safety decisions get made, and how the building code official may have a
role in the process.
The discussion of the results focuses on the stated intent of the building codes and
the decisions which impact life safety. The purpose is to have an objective series of examples
that may inform the decision-makers' interpretation of the exemptions for historic buildings.

4

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Building construction and design requirements in the United States are regulated by
the individual states and the local jurisdictions that adopt and enforce building codes. Since
2000, there has been a suite of model codes published by the International Code Council
(ICC), known commonly as the I-Codes. Model codes are consensus written and based
around the International Building Code (IBC), which references sub-codes on a broad range
of design areas. The sub-codes include the International Electrical Code (IEC), International
Fire Code (IFC), International Plumbing Code (IPC), International Residential Code, the
International Existing Building Code (IEBC), and several others.
Code Development
ICC produces updates to their code on a three-year cycle. Members of the
committees come from three interest categories: regulatory agencies, building users, and
builders. Any member of the general public can apply to join a committee or submit code
changes for consideration. After review at the committee level, proposals are then made
available for public comment. Eligible voters, meaning government agencies with no
financial stake in the result, provide one round of final voting before an online governmental
consensus vote. These combined results are validated and included in the next publication.
The process takes part in two stages covering the Group A and then Group B codes which
allows interrelated topics to address them concurrently. The structural and existing building
codes are part of Group B, which completed its latest review for the IBC 2021 publication
cycle in December 2019. ICC is an accredited standard developer by the American National

5

Standards Institute (ANSI) and strictly adheres to an open and balanced system with due
process for each party. For a public document, this process ensures fairness, and that
consensus is reached for each change.
In the United States, individual states are responsible for the regulation of
commerce, not the federal government. They all take similar, but varying approaches to the
adoption of the building codes. Specifically, in South Carolina, the site of the towers used for
this thesis, the SC Building Code Council adopts the code at the state legislative level. Local
jurisdictions can then adopt and enforce these most recent editions, typically at the county
level. By allowing the local jurisdictions to adopt the codes, they have some flexibility to
make minor adjustments and amendments to the provisions.
Even by having individual states adopt codes from the base model code, the
provisions are primarily the same from state to state, greatly simplifying the effort required
by design professionals who work across multiple jurisdictions. As each authority has some
measure of local control, there is some variability in the actual requirements. The differences
are often administrative and rarely have a material impact on the design requirements.
Recent History of Building Codes
The formation of ICC began in 1994 with the merger of three autonomous code
councils, the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA), the International
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), and the Southern Building Code Congress
International (SBCCI). 3 Each organization published its code, developed independently, but

3

Jim Rossberg and Roberto T Leon, “Evolution Of Codes In The USA,” NEHRP, 2013, 1.
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primarily based on regional issues. A significant drawback of multiple agencies writing codes
were the efforts by stakeholders to lobby for their interests at three separate conventions.
Input from the American Society of Civil Engineers, as an example, would send delegates to
all meetings and coordinate issues within the framework of each unique code.
The oldest of the three organizations is BOCA, which formed in 1915, but first
published the BOCA Basic Building Code beginning in 1950. This code was renamed in
1981 with the 8th edition, becoming the BOCA National Building Code. Primarily a New
England and Midwest-based code group, they formed for the benefit of insurance
companies following the growth of the insurance industry and a demand for improvements

Figure 2.1 - Early Model Code Adoption Map. Map from Rossberg and Leon.
to public safety. 4 Due to the regional nature of this code, one primary focus was addressing

4

Rossberg and Leon, 2.
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the impact of snow loads and wind loads. The BOCA code for existing buildings was
principally concerned about fire safety measures. It used a point system to help achieve
alternative compliance for existing buildings that could not meet the specific requirements of
the code for new construction. 5
The ICBO formed in 1922, initially named the Pacific Coast Building Officials
Conference until 1958. ICOB developed the Uniform Building Code (UBC), first published
in 1927. ICBO focused heavily on the seismic issues of the west coast and published its last
edition in 1997 before merging into the ICC.
The SBCCI first published the Standard Building Code (SBC) in 1940, and it was
generally adopted throughout the southeastern US from Texas up to North Carolina. Due to
the frequent hurricane hazard in these coastal states, SBC focused on provisions addressing
high winds and wind-borne debris. Often referred to as the Southern Building Code as a
result of its regional adoption, they published the last edition in 1999.
Prior to the formation of ICC, the Joint Committee on Building Codes was formed
in 1941, later becoming the Model Code Standardization council to create uniformity in the
codes. 6 In the 1993/94 code cycle, each of the three organizations re-organized to follow a
unified chapter arrangement to begin the process of alignment. To achieve uniformity in the
technical content, the ICC formed to begin developing a single group of model codes. The

William Eric Breitkreutz, “There’s Treasures in Them Thar Hills...But Will They Be Saved?: Enhanced
Historic Preservation in Fredericksburg, Texas” (Philadelphia, PA, University of Pennsylvania, 1996), 159.
6
Natural Disasters Committee, “Building Codes” (Inland Marine Underwriters Association, 1998), 3,
https://www.imua.org/Files/reports/Building%20Codes.html. This group also had a role in standardizing the
organization of each code to provide a similar table of contents, making the comparison of multiple codes
easier for those working in multiple codes.
5
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first edition was the International Building Code 2000 7. IBC became adopted throughout the
US as the successor to the three regional codes.
Early Code Exemptions for Historic Buildings
The most recent available comparative study, from 1976, is a survey of code
provisions for historic structures completed by Melvyn Green and Associates. They surveyed
all of the regulatory language specific to historic buildings. Many respondents to the survey
who did not have codes to address historic buildings, sought them out for local use. One
respondent pointed out that, in the absence of a building code for historic buildings, either
they applied the modern construction standard, or codes were “completely ignored… in the
interest of historic preservation.” 8 Since that time, all of the code councils produced building
codes for existing buildings and introduced language with some exemptions for historic
structures. A more recent publication, Building Codes for Existing and Historic Buildings,
also by Green, carefully examines the application of the 2012 IEBC. 9 Green begins with a
focus on the development history of these codes for existing buildings.
Uniform Building Code
The specific use of the term “historic building” makes its first appears in the
Uniform Building Code 1976 Edition. This section of UBC reads:
Section 104 (j) Historic Buildings. Repairs, alterations and additions necessary for
the preservation, restoration, rehabilitation or continued use of a building or

Natural Disasters Committee, 8.
Melvyn Green and Patrick W Cooke, “Survey of Building Code Provisions for Historic Structures”
(Washington: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, 1976), 22,
http://books.google.com/books?id=5PnjLs-qbzMC.
9
Melvyn Green, Building Codes for Existing and Historic Buildings. (Hoboken, N.J.: John Wiley & Sons, 2012).
7
8
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structure may be made without conformance to all of the requirements of this Code,
when authorized by the Building Official provided:
1. The building or structure has been designated by official action of the legislative
body as having special historical or architectural significance.
2. Any unsafe conditions as described in section 203, will be corrected in
accordance with approved plans.
3. Any substandard conditions will be corrected in accordance with approved plans.
4. The restored building or structure will be less hazardous, based on life and fire
risk, than the existing building. 10
This section of the code is notable because it places authorization with the local
building official. It affords them a significant amount of leeway to enforce the code to a level
of compliance they deem sufficient with little guidance from the code. It is essential to note
that the underlying requirement is that the structure is safer than before work begins. It
remains undetermined how to accomplish this through the lens of the building official and
the design professional.
Prior to the creation of this provision, there is a national movement to protect
historic buildings, part of our shared cultural heritage. The earliest local ordinance for
preservation originated in Charleston in 1930. The formation of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation occurred in 1949, under President Truman. However, the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 was the main driver for the movement. The NHPA
created state preservation officers, the National Register of Historic Places, and the first
significant legislative efforts to protect buildings through the Section 106 process. The new

International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Building Code, 1976 Edition (Wittier, California, 1976),
25. This logically would not have predated the adoption of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,
however with the slow pace of code cycle development, a 10-year lag is also not surprising. This act led to the
formation of individual state entities, State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPOs), who maintain preservation
plans, statewide registries, and develop resources on the state and local level.

10

10

law mandated that any federal undertaking must address impacted historic properties,
bringing them into the conversation.
In 1974, the Preservation and Building Codes Conference met in Washington, D.C.,
organized by the National Trust for Historic Preservation. This conference brought together
the first group of stakeholders for discussions on building codes and historic buildings.
In the following edition of the Uniform Building Code, UBC 1979 changed to the
four criteria of acceptance, reducing it down to three. There is no change to the preamble,
but the remainder reads:
1. The building or structure has been designated by official action of the legislative
body legally constituted authority of this jurisdiction as having special historical
or architectural significance.
2. Any unsafe conditions as described in section 203, will be corrected in
accordance with approved plans this code are corrected.
3. Any substandard conditions will be corrected in accordance with approved plans.
4. The restored building or structure will be less no more hazardous, based on life
safety, and fire risk safety, and sanitation than the existing building. 11
The 1979 changes do not alter the level of authority that the building official wields,
but it does clarify the language to focus more on safety rather than on risk. It is interesting to
note the addition of sanitation in the last criteria. The UBC 1982, 1985, 1988, 1991 editions
did not change the language of this section while the remainder of the code saw continued
development as construction technology advanced. Likewise, the UBC 1994 edition did not
alter the language of this section. However, it was relocated to a new Chapter 34, Existing

International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Building Code, 1979 Edition (Wittier, California, 1979),
22–23.

11
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Buildings. 12 In 1985, ICBO published its first edition of their code intended for existing
buildings, the Uniform Code for Building Conservation (UCBC), which was also updated
every three years until 1997. This additional code may account for the unchanged language in
the UBC as a more extensive section, Chapter 6 of UCBC, was dedicated to Historic
Buildings.
Building Officials and Code Administrators
BOCA matched up the 8th edition of The BOCA Basic/National Building Code in
1984 with the 1st edition of The BOCA Basic/National Existing Building Code. The 1987
code was the first BOCA document to contain simple language for a general exemption that
the provisions of the code are not mandatory for historic buildings. This code section reads:
Section 513.0 Special Historic Buildings and Districts.
513.1 Approval. The provisions of this code relating to the construction, repair,
alteration, enlargement, restoration, and moving of buildings or structures shall not
be mandatory for existing building or structures identified and classified by the state
or local government authority as historic buildings, subject to the approval of the
Board of Appeals, when such buildings are judged by the code official to be safe and
in the interest of public health, safety, and welfare regarding any proposed
construction, repair, alteration, enlargement, restoration, and relocation. All
approvals shall be based on the applicant’s complete submission of professional
architectural and engineering plans and specifications bearing the professional seal of
the designer. 13

International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Building Code, 1994 Edition (Wittier, California, 1994),
1–iii. The rearrangement of the chapters was part of the early alignment efforts of all three independent code
councils to standardize their chapter designations according to the common code format established by the
Council of American Building Officials. It is unclear if this is the predecessor to ICC or a separate organization.
The format established by CABO is consistent with the IBC chapter arrangements through IBC 2018.
13
Building Officials and Code Administrators International, The BOCA National Building Code / 1987 (Country
Club Hills, Ill.: Building Officials & Code Administrators International, 1987).
12
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The BOCA approach has a few unique characteristics. For example, this initial
attempt to provide an exemption is a reasonably broad provision that potentially exempts all
code requirements at the discretion of the building official. This section is functionally very
similar to the start of the currently adopted IEBC 2018 Chapter 12 for Historic Buildings.
This approach places a significant measure of control with one person who might view have
extreme views on preservation, for or against it. However, IEBC provides significantly more
guidance than a single paragraph in its provisions. It is also notable that enlargements, or
additions, and relocations are entirely within the scope of historic buildings, and exemptions
allow the building to bypass the requirements of new construction.
One key difference with the language in the UBC and BOCA is that UBC explicitly
states that the renovated building shall be no more hazardous based on life safety, fire safety,
and sanitation. It is an important requirement for the public interest. Without maintaining
the currently present level of safety, it is conceivable that buildings under BOCA might be
marginally less safe after a renovation due to some alteration, yet still meet the minimum
requirements safety.
The following code cycle saw BOCA retool the code to become the Property
Maintenance Code by 1990, eliminating the rehabilitation provisions. 14
Standard Building Code
The SBCCI was the last to add an existing building code with the Standard Existing
Building Code (SEBC) published in 1988. The provisions for historic buildings were the

David Listokin et al., “Best Practices For Effecting The Rehabilitation Of Affordable Housing,” September
2006, 71.

14
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same as the SBC. 15 In that same year, an exemption for Historic Buildings appeared in the
Standard Building Code. The SBC exemption reads:
Section 101.6 Special Historic Buildings. The Provisions of this Code relating to
the construction, alteration, repairs, enlargement, restoration, relocation or moving
of buildings or structures shall not be mandatory for existing buildings or structures
identified and classified by the state or local jurisdiction as Historic Buildings when
such buildings or structures are judged by the Building Official to be safe and in the
public interest of health, safety, and welfare regarding any proposed construction,
alteration, repair, enlargement, restoration, relocation, or moved buildings. 16
Much like the BOCA exemption, this provision gives the building official significant
latitude to tip the scales of preservation in either direction. They are necessarily granted full
discretion, without much additional guidance, on what might be rational minimums or on
how to integrate the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Treatment of Historic
Properties.
By the time of the 1997 SBC, the language of the Historic Buildings
Exemptions had not changed significantly, but it was relocated, with the reorganization, to
Chapter 34 – Existing Buildings. The two modifications below:
3401.5 Special historic buildings. The provisions of the technical codes relating to
the construction, alteration, repair, enlargement, restoration, relocation or moving of
buildings or structures shall not be mandatory for existing buildings or structures
identified and classified by the state or local jurisdiction as historic buildings when
such buildings or structures are judged by the building official to be safe and in the
public interest of health, safety and welfare regarding any proposed construction,
alteration, repair, enlargement, restoration, relocation or moving of buildings within
fire district. 17

Listokin et al., 76.
Southern Building Code Congress International, Standard Building Code 1988 (Birmingham, Ala. (900
Montclair Rd., Birmingham 35213-1206): Southern Building Code Congress International, 1988).
17
Southern Building Code Congress International, Standard Building Code 1997 (Birmingham, Ala. (900
Montclair Rd., Birmingham 35213-1206): Southern Building Code Congress International, 1997), 387.
15
16

14

The reference to fire districts is essentially for built-out urban locations where the
risk to human life in the event of a fire is significant. In most cases, these newly formed
districts forced all new construction to conform to the code within that fire district. The new
fire district exception is the only change to the exemption since 1988 because fire districts
are not a part of the 1988 code.
Before the publication of IBC, one notable study examined the existing building
provisions of several codes, focusing on the recently developed, in 1997, Nationally
Applicable Recommended Rehabilitation Provisions (NARRP) for the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 18. HUD’s report looked at a sample project
completed using the NARRP in New Jersey from several perspectives, including cost and
also how many provisions are triggered based on the scope size. 19 These recommendations
were explicit in how to handle existing buildings, unlike prior codes, and this document
formed the basis of the Work Area Method of Compliance.

International Building Code Exemptions for Historic Buildings
The predominant trend in the available literature on the building codes is to address
only the most recent changes that have a significant impact on the construction industry or
the design community from one cycle to the next. The building code is a massive document
with thousands of provisions, so to address every subtle change would not appeal to a broad

NAHB Research Center, Inc. et al., “Nationally Applicable Recommended Rehabilitation Provisions” (U.S.
Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, May 1997).
19
NAHB Research Center, Inc., “Innovative Rehabilitation Provisions: A Demonstration of the Nationally
Applicable Recommended Rehabilitation Provisions” (Upper Marlboro, MD: U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development Office of Policy Development and Research, March 1999).
18
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audience. Entire books have been written, trying to address significant changes, their
meaning, and how they impact practice. 20 Even these texts are only from a year to year basis,
which assumes that the reader has kept up with the three-year cycle to that point.
There is also limited availability of the public comment documents generated at each
code cycle for the last few rounds of development in 2015 and 2018. These documents,
available for purchase by ICC, exceed even the code in size, as every proposed revision is in
the record. Since the codes merged to a single suite of codes and publish on a three-year
cycle, this review focuses on the historic building provisions as they change in each cycle
since 2000.
IBC 2000
The first unified code, IBC 2000, was generally adopted across most states as the
successor to the three former model codes. The historic building exemptions, most similar
to the UBC language, continued to be a part of chapter 34, and it was further simplified.
3406.1 Historic Buildings. The provisions of this code relating to the construction,
repair, alteration, addition, restoration and movement of structures, and change of
occupancy shall not be mandatory for historic buildings where such buildings are
judged by the building official to not constitute a distinct life safety hazard. 21
Some of the terms above have explicit definitions in Chapter 2 of the code, which
allowed for provisions to have a standard meaning and not re-define terms in each chapter.
Specifically, a “historic building” now means “Buildings that are listed in or eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places, or designated under an appropriate state or

Douglas W. Thornburg, AIA and Sandra Hyde, PE, Significant Changes to the International Building Code, 2018
Edition (Washington, D.C.: International Code Council, 2018).
21
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Council, 2000).
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local law.” 22 Also, the types of work undertaken on a historic building have increased to be
more broadly defined, including the addition of a change of occupancy. The scope broadens
to include any work performed on a historic building.
The definition of a “distinct life safety hazard” is not explicitly stated in IBC 2000.
Life safety, distinct or otherwise, is left for interpretation as to the plain meaning of the
phase. This subjective definition leaves the door wide open for interpretation by the code
official.
IBC 2003/IEBC 2003
The 2003 cycle saw the introduction of a new document, the International Existing
Building Code 2003 (IEBC), which is a comprehensive code intended to address work on
existing buildings. IEBC 2003 was published concurrently with IBC 2003 and bore a strong
resemblance to the UCBC. The new consensus IEBC 2003 did not become universally
adopted in the first code cycles. Some states adopted IEBC as a permissive code or nonmandatory code. The enforcement of the building code occurs at the local jurisdiction level,
and they have the opportunity to adopt IEBC by ordinance since it is not a statewide
mandatory code.
The provisions of IBC 2003 Section 3407 Historic Buildings were unchanged in the
2003 cycle, except for the addition of Flood Hazard Area exemptions. Section 3407.2
specifically allowed historic buildings to avoid compliance with Section 1612 Flood Loads. 23
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International Code Council, International Building Code 2003 (Country Club Hills, IL: International Code
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When undertaking substantial improvement or restoration of substantial damage on an
existing building, designs to account for the effect of flood hazards, such as elevating the
building, are not required for historic buildings.
IEBC is published for the first time and follows the general format of the UCBC,
even reprinting some appendixes into the new IEBC. 24 The IEBC contained two methods
of compliance, either the Work Area Compliance or the Alternative Compliance. The Work
Area method is a tiered approach to prescriptive compliance based on the total area of
impact on the building. A tiered approach helps smaller projects avoid significant additional
work outside the smaller planned scope of work. As the work area increases above a
threshold of 50%, the alterations to the building would then need to meet all of the same
requirements that a new building would need to meet. A significant renovation project must
bring the whole building into full compliance with the requirements for new construction.
IBC 2006/IEBC 2006
Following the three-year cycle, ICC published the next edition of IBC in 2006.
Within Chapter 34, section 3407 Historic Buildings remained unchanged in this cycle. 25
IEBC 2006 added a new chapter for the Prescriptive Compliance Method, which was
essentially adding the language of Chapter 34 directly into the IEBC. 26 The change brought
the IEBC a total of three compliance methods, Prescriptive or IBC Chapter 34, Work Area,

International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Code for Building Conservation, 1997 Edition (Wittier,
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and Performance. The Performance Method also comes from Chapter 34. However, its
usefulness for structural issues is limited since it uses a scoresheet calculation to evaluate fire
safety and egress with only a cursory mention of structural issues. 27 The concept of a
scoresheet is a practical solution for the Building Official since it is a quantifiable method for
determining whether the project passes or fails. As a single document that summarizes the
issues into a standardized format, a performance scoresheet is a practical tool for a given
performance attribute that is applicable for most building types.
IBC 2009/IEBC 2009
The 2009 code cycle brought about a new step toward integrating Chapter 34 of IBC
with IEBC. Section 3401.4 stated outright that work completed under IEBC, the permissive
code, is deemed to comply with the provisions of Chapter 34. 28 The addition of these
provisions means that now all three compliance methods of IEBC are available. There is no
change to Section 3409 – Historic Buildings, unchanged since 2003.
IEBC 2009 redefines “Dangerous” to simplify the process for meeting the criteria.
The new definition eliminates the use of a demand/capacity ratio calculations, wind pressure
calculations, and also the prediction of whether part of a building is “likely to fail.” 29 The
change simplifies the decisions, removing technical calculations and uncertainty of future
behavior. The new definition states that there must be a significant risk of failure under
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service loads. 30 A dangerous element may have a lower threshold to meet to be considered
dangerous. It is now dangerous if there is even an observed risk, no longer is a supporting
calculation needed. The change may allow the building official to make determinations
without the involvement of a structural engineer.
The chapter on Historic Buildings in the Work Area Compliance method also added
a requirement that a structural investigation and evaluation report be submitted, if required
by the building official. 31 This report is the first step toward using historic building
exemptions for a specific building, and it lays out the code compliance, the deficiencies, and
how to meet the intent of the code, if not the provisions.
IBC 2012/IEBC 2012
The 2012 code cycle added some additional triggers for seismic evaluation for
buildings undergoing a change of occupancy in Chapter 34. Otherwise, the historic building
exemption remained unchanged. 32 IEBC 2012 reorganized to include a chapter outlining the
three compliance methods and the requirements that apply to all methods. Notably, the
method selected for compliance must be adhered to by the entire design team. 33 A single
method could be challenging when the structural requirements must adhere to the
performance-based compliance methods since the provisions of this method primarily focus
on fire protection and egress.
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Within Chapter 12 - Historic Buildings, the dangerous condition provisions were
revised and expanded. A remedy for conditions the code official determines to be
dangerous, but no additional work is required. 34 The language is more focused on dangerous
conditions, rather than dangerous elements or members as prior codes have done.
IBC 2015/IEBC 2015
In 2015, a simple statement that the “provisions of this chapter are contained in the
International Existing Building Code” replaced Chapter 34 in IBC 35 This change pushed
some jurisdictions to incorporate the IEBC in their adoption schedule as a mandatory code.
The removal of Chapter 34 made IEBC a full reference code of IBC in the same manner as
IFC, IRC, IEC, IPC, and the other parts of the I-Code suite. The IEBC became part of the
model building code adopted by most states.
Some states, such as Georgia, amended IBC 2015, and later IBC 2018, to “carry
forward all provisions” from 2012 IBC Chapter 34 back into the code. 36 The amendment
allowed Georgia to keep IEBC as a permissive code and still have the benefit of Chapter 34
of IBC. Aside from the removal of Chapter 34, there were no significant changes to the
historic building exemptions.
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IBC 2018/IEBC 2018
There were no changes to IBC 2018 related to Historic Building exemptions, as
Chapter 34 is still removed and refers to IEBC. 37 The changes to IEBC 2018 focuses on
expanding the definition of substantial structural damage. The changes are helpful because
the remedy for damage is typically to repair it to the original configuration. 38 However,
substantial structural damage requires the repair to be brought either closer to, or in full
compliance with requirements for new construction under IBC. 39 While these issues are an
essential change for the code, additional exemptions in Sections 507.4 and 1205.1 were
added for historic buildings to avoid compliance with this requirement.
The 2018 cycle is the current model code cycle and the basis for design in most
states. For the State of South Carolina, the location of this masonry tower study, the 2018
cycle came into effect on January 1, 2020. 40 The methodology of this thesis uses this code as
the basis for applying the code provisions, historic building exemptions, and any reference
standards. The IEBC is a permissive code in South Carolina.
Evaluation of Historic Buildings
The evaluation of existing buildings is done in a combination of ways, by visual
observation, by testing, by analysis, or by other methods that can inform the designer of the
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relevant issues, deficiencies, or damage to the structure. Most of the documents used for
structural design requirements are reference standards listed in IBC Chapter 35. As a
reference standard, these documents are updated, not by ICC, but by their specialty
organization, such as the American Concrete Institute (ACI) or the American Institute of
Steel Construction (AISC). They are incorporated into the building code by reference
without repeating the language in IBC. It is for this reason that the perception of the code is
that it is a massive document, many times larger than the roughly 700-page IBC. It is
understandable that knowing how to navigate the code and knowing all the provisions of the
code are tasks on different orders of magnitude.
For existing buildings, a few standards provide information on the analysis methods
and the loading requirements. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) publishes
the Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures
ASCE 7-16. This document is the foundation for determining the loads that must be
accounted for in the design of new buildings and also for existing structures. Within this
standard are several chapters dedicated to the wind loads and the seismic forces. 41 ASCE
also publishes a standard for the seismic evaluation, ASCE 41-17 Seismic Evaluation, and
Retrofit of Existing Buildings. Within the standard are three tiers of evaluation, which serve
as guidelines for reporting deficiencies to the building official. 42 From Chapter 12 of IEBC,
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the report on deficiencies is required for historic buildings when seeking exemptions from all
the code requirements for a new building.
Evaluation of seismic hazard takes guidance from several FEMA documents, whose
efforts that date back to 1984 when they started to focus on reducing the seismic hazard
posed by older buildings. 43 There are several documents in the FEMA library, also a part of
the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP), which are helpful in the
evaluation of existing unreinforced masonry buildings. Not only do they offer guidance on
the evaluation, but there are practical retrofit techniques for these buildings, which help
develop a complete retrofit design when required by code.
Masonry towers are a unique construction type that is no longer commonly built, and
only rarely permitted by the codes. For that reason, nearly all of the existing towers are older
structures, and many qualify as historic. There are a large number of studies on the
evaluation of historic masonry towers, most of which are written by European researchers
since there are significantly more of these structures in Europe. The structural behavior of
an unreinforced masonry tower is universal as the materials, methods, and failures are all
similar regardless of its location. Seismic research on the behavior of these towers applies to
nearly all towers of this type. The primary modes of failure for these towers are overturning,
base rocking, vertical cracking, and base shear. 44 Many research papers use two methods of
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analysis, well established classical techniques and computer-based finite element analysis, to
verify the results. 45 This approach, comparing the computation with graphic statics and
classical approximations, is relatively common in many research papers as a way to confirm
the behavior of the structure. When relying on computers and complex models, simple
calculations in advance are essential. It is good practice to always determine, in advance, the
expected output from the computer, as one form of verification of the model.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
The method for completing this study is to apply the adopted existing building code
to three historic masonry towers ranging in importance category, and then to evaluate the
decisions which impact life safety when limiting the interventions as permitted by the code
exemptions for historic buildings. In this study, the International Existing Building Code
2018 applies to proposed work on the City of Charleston Incinerator Chimneys, the Morris
Island Lighthouse, and the St. Philip’s Church Steeple. The proposed work intends to
address these structural issues balanced with minimizing the impact on the historic fabric of
the structure.
The Towers
The three towers used for this evaluation are all historic unreinforced masonry
towers, a construction type that is vulnerable to lateral loads. The towers in this study are all
in the vicinity of Charleston, SC, where higher seismic zones, D, E, or F and high wind
speeds present challenges for these tall structures. The codes for new construction would
not allow the use of unreinforced masonry for any structures, except in low seismic zones. 46
The seismic hazard is due to poor soils and historically significant seismic events. The coastal
location means there is a seasonal risk for hurricane-force winds between July and
November every year.

American Society of Civil Engineers, ASCE 7-16, 90. Unreinforced masonry construction in the context of
Seismic Force-Resisting Systems is a bearing wall system classified as ordinary plain masonry shear wall. The
limits on structural systems are listed in Table 12.2-1.
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The sample projects are each represent significant features of Charleston’s cultural
landscape and history. They are vulnerable to their environmental hazards, yet have survived
earthquakes and hurricanes for 86 to 172 years even under their current configuration as
unreinforced masonry. The towers chosen for this study each have unique life safety issues,
but they are not uncommon problems. The following table is a summary of the tower
information and some of their design considerations.
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Table 3.1 – Summary of Masonry Towers

Morris Island Lighthouse
First lit in 1876, the Morris Island Lighthouse, then known as Charleston Light, was
the primary navigational guide for ships into the harbor. The brick lighthouse operated until
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its replacement in 1962 with a lighthouse on the north side of the channel entrance on
Sullivan’s Island. The unreinforced brick masonry tower is a conical shaped tower, 161 feet
tall, twenty feet in diameter the base, and thirteen feet in diameter at the lantern level. When
built, the tower and the lightkeeper house were approximately half of a mile inshore on the
island. In the last 150 years, the island beach as eroded to the point that the tower now sits
half of a mile offshore, as shown in Figure 3.1. In the last 20 years, significant foundation
work stabilized the base and prevented the tower from listing further. The South Carolina
Department of Natural Resources owns and leases the site to Save The Light, Inc., who
maintain the tower and work on the long-term restoration. It is accessible only by boat when
tides and changing sandbars allow passage. The National Register of Historic Places added
the lighthouse on June 28, 1982. Due to its location away from habitable buildings, the
building classifies as Importance Category I, which represents a low risk to human life in the
event of failure. 47 Figure 3.2 also indicates the region around the lighthouse impacted in the
event of structural failure. Notably, there are no surrounding structures, the tower is a
restricted access space, and uninhabitable.
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Figure 3.1 - Morris Island Lighthouse. Courtesy of Google Maps
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Figure 3.2 – Morris Island Lighthouse Zone of Influence. Courtesy of Google Maps.
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Charleston City Incinerator Chimneys
These two hollow clay tile masonry chimneys built in 1934 and 1944 served the City
of Charleston’s incinerator in the city’s Eastside neighborhood until 1955. Both chimneys
are identical in construction, and no longer in service. 48 These chimneys are a part of the St.
Julian Devine Community Center located in the main building of the former incinerator site.
Figure 3.3 shows the view from the street with the community center located behind the
chimneys. These chimneys are in the East Side neighborhood, just north of Charleston’s Old
and Historic District boundary. The chimney interiors are not occupied or accessible since
concrete block and brick closed off access when the chimneys came off-line in the 1950s.
The breach for each chimney is on the east side, and the interior chimney floor is several feet
below the exterior grade level.
The chimneys are in a residential neighborhood with a community center to the east.
Their radius of influence is vast if they were to become unstable, such as in a wind event. A
failure may impact everyone within roughly 250 feet in any direction from the base of the
chimneys. Figure 3.4 shows the approximate radius surrounding the tower and the buildings
within the space. The risk to human life places the chimneys in Importance Category II since
there is not enough risk to justify a Category III. 49 Category II is the default for buildings not
classified as I, III, or IV, and it represents the vast majority of structures in the United States.
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Figure 3.3 - City Incinerator Chimneys. Photo by author.
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Figure 3.4 – City Chimneys Zone of Influence. Courtesy of Google Maps
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St. Philips Church Steeple
Completed in 1848, the steeple of St. Philips Church, designed by E.B. White, is one
of the more prominent structures in the city, easily visible on the skyline. It is not the oldest
steeple in the city, nor is it the tallest, however it regularly features in advertisements and
promotional material as a symbol of Charleston. The church became a part of the National
Register of Historic Places on May 1, 1973. Figure 3.5 shows the church tower as seen from
the south, looking straight up Church Street, where it projects into the street.
This steeple is part of this study because it is adjacent to an assembly space, the
church sanctuary, to the east of the tower. The actively used church building is an assembly
space that has an occupancy larger than 300, and therefore the building is an Importance
Category III. 50 Similar to the other towers, this steeple is an unreinforced masonry structure.
However, it is not a conical shape. The lower levels are square in plan, and the upper levels
transition to an octagonal plan. The upper-most steeple section is a timber frame with a
copper cladding.
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Figure 3.5 - St. Philip’s Church, looking north up Church Street. Courtesy of Bennett
Preservation Engineering.
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Figure 3.6- St. Philips Steeple Zone of Influence. Courtesy of Google Maps

Evaluation of Code Methods
The evaluation on each tower includes a general conditions assessment for existing
structural problems, current use, and future applications of the building code. A general
assessment provides information for determining wind and seismic deficiencies based on the
geometry and the applicable loads. The conditions assessment also highlights repairs that
may be required to return the structure to its original condition. The overall goal is to
establish a general understanding of the tower geometry and any existing issues that impact
the work undertaken using IEBC.
Any of five events trigger the provisions of IEBC; Repairs, Alterations, Additions,
Changes of Occupancy, and Relocation. Chapter 4 addresses Repairs. Alterations, Additions,
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and Changes of Occupancy follow one of three optional methods, Prescriptive Compliance,
Work Area Compliance, and Performance Compliance in Chapters 5 through 13. Relocated
structures are subject to Chapter 14. The provisions of Chapters 1 through 3 are applicable
regardless of the selected compliance method. For this study, additions and relocations are
not included, since additions would be independent structurally from the existing tower, and
relocating these buildings is both impractical and would not serve a preservation interest.
Historic buildings, however, are governed by different groups of provisions
depending on the compliance method and extent of work undertaken. Specifically, Chapter
12 covers Historic Buildings for work undertaken within the Work Area Compliance
Method only. Under the Performance Compliance Method, the Historic Building provisions
are different. A roadmap for navigating the different chapters of IEBC follows in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 - IEBC 2018 Flowchart. Diagram by Author.
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Prescriptive Compliance
The Prescriptive Compliance provisions of the IEBC are, counterintuitively, the
broadest of the methods and offer the most flexibility to achieve compliance. The nature of
prescriptive requirements is simply to meet the requirements, as stated. This portion of the
code came from the previous Chapter 34 of IBC, and the bulk for the requirements are
structural.
One element which carried over from Chapter 34 of IBC is the concept of changes
to the demand-to-capacity ratio. In general, for gravity load-carrying members, up to a 5%
increase in the demand is acceptable. A reduction in capacity requires calculations to show
the loads can be supported as if it were new construction. Likewise, for lateral-load-carrying
elements, a 10% threshold is acceptable with a few exceptions. Finally, for voluntary
upgrades to the lateral-force-resisting system, it is not required to meet the full load required
of IBC provided there is no reduction in capacity, connection details are per IBC, and no
irregularities are created or worsened.
The Prescriptive Compliance Method chapter has a small section dedicated to
historic buildings, Section 507. 51 There are three crucial aspects of this section. The first is
that improvements beyond the original conditions, pre-repair, are not required. Likewise,
repairs to substantial structural damage need only go back to the original condition. The final
requirement is that buildings judged to have a distinct life safety hazard by the building
official are not exempt despite their historic status. These issues come up when retrofitting a
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historic building for an essential service, such as a hospital, emergency dispatcher, or a
shelter.

Figure 3.8 - Prescriptive Compliance Flowchart. Diagram by Author.
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Work Area Compliance
The largest and most complex of the compliance methods, the Work Area
Compliance Method attempts to scale the requirements to meet the level of intervention in
the building. The benefit is that minor projects do not trigger unnecessarily burdensome
work to meet compliance with the full IBC. The scope of the work’s footprint limits the
impact of the codes on additional work. There are three levels of Alteration, and the highest,
Level 3, is triggered when the work area exceeds 50% of the building area. Repairs in one
area, if separate from the alteration area, do not figure into the 50% calculation. 52 Changes of
occupancy, additions, and relocated buildings each have a separate chapter with their
requirements laid out for the type of work undertaken. The chapters are not mutually
exclusive for multiple types of work.
Chapter 12 for Historic Buildings offers some exemptions from the code
requirements, but only after careful documentation and consultation with the building
official. This requirement is a report documenting deficiencies and compliance with the
code. For higher seismic areas, this report must also address the lateral-force-resisting
systems and describe them thoroughly. The most important aspect of this document is that
the report “shall demonstrate how the intent of these provisions is complied with in
providing an equivalent level of safety.” 53
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Figure 3.9 - Work Area Compliance for Alteration Flowchart. Diagram by Author.
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Performance Compliance
This compliance method is primarily to allow for existing buildings to be evaluated,
not based on meeting new construction requirements, but based on improving the existing
conditions to an acceptable level as measured with a scoresheet and numeric rating. The
performance of the existing structure is sufficiently improved, even when it may not meet
the requirements of another compliance method. This method was also a part of the former
Chapter 34 of IBC.
The structural requirements are brief and require an investigation and evaluation. It
must be demonstrated by a structural analysis that the building, as proposed, would “resist
the loads specified in Chapter 16 of the International Building Code.” 54 This determination
must be submitted, with alternative compliance methods, to the building official to
determine if the proposed work is acceptable.
One unusual aspect of the Performance Compliance Method is that until the 2018
edition, it is intended only for use for building constructed before a specific date. The intent
was that this date coincided with the first building codes adopted in that jurisdiction.
However, this was not universally understood. 55 The state of South Carolina did not select a
cutoff date for prior code cycles. ICC revised this provision in 2018 to make this method
acceptable for all existing buildings, not just the historic ones.
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Figure 3.10 - Performance Compliance Flowchart. Diagram by Author.
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Application of the Existing Building Code
For each tower, the proposed scopes of work trigger the application of the IEBC.
For each scope, repair, alteration, and change of occupancy, the discussion on the
implications each code compliance methods are considered. For example, the lighthouse
may be subjected to a change of occupancy if the owner would like to open it to the public
as an observation deck. The change of occupancy conforms under either of the three
compliance methods, Prescriptive, Work Area, and Performance. The focus of this study is
only on the structural requirements of the work proposed.
The evaluation is of the method’s requirements and decisions that impact life safety
due to structural work. Questions about who makes the decisions, what information is
available at the time, and what impact it may have are all considered. The goal is to
understand the designer’s role and the building official’s role in the process of working on
historic buildings, and within the exemptions the code allows.
Wind Hazard
For these sample towers, there is a distinct wind hazard due to hurricanes that are
seasonally occurring from June through November on the east coast of the United States.
The design wind loads come from ASCE 7-16 and based on a 3-second gust speed at 33 feet
above the ground. This wind speed is modified based on building exposure, building shape,
height above ground at the elevation considered, and several other factors. Chapter 26
outlines all of the wind load procedures. For chimneys, and structures of a similar shape, the
base procedure is to segment the building vertically and determine the velocity pressure at
each segment. This pressure is applied horizontally, while the gravity load is applied vertically
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to determine if there is a risk of the building overturning under a design wind event. The
result of the combined forces is either tension stress or compression stress in the windward
side of the tower. Tension stress indicates that the wind force is sufficiently large to
counteract the effect of gravity, and the building is subject to tipping over and collapsing.
The design speed varies by importance category, but it comes from past data and
research. The design wind speed for most Category II buildings in Charleston is 147 miles
per hour. As an example, during Hurricane Hugo in 1989, sustained wind speeds were
recorded at 137 miles per hour at 118 feet of elevation. 56 Gusting winds may be significantly
higher. It is useful to consider that the pressure caused by wind is a square of the wind
speed. For example, the pressure of a 100 miles per hour wind speed is approximately 26
pounds per square foot. A 10% increase in wind speed to 110 miles per hour results in 31
pounds per square foot of pressure, a 21% increase in force.
Seismic Hazard
Charleston suffered a magnitude 7.3 earthquake in 1886, which damaged many of the
masonry buildings in the city. While no earthquake of this magnitude has occurred in
Charleston since 1886, the design must take into account the risk of future seismic activity.
Under IBC, the reference standard to evaluate existing buildings is ASCE 41-17 Seismic
Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing Buildings. Additionally, FEMA produces several
handbooks, evaluation guides, and documents on retrofit techniques under the National
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Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program. These documents assist with assembling a firstlevel evaluation of the towers to highlight deficiencies at the beginning of the design process.
Under the Tier 1 screening of ASCE 41-17, a few simple checks quickly highlight
problem areas in the seismic capabilities and form the basis of reports to the building official
when discussing work on historic buildings. Often an institutional building may require a
more complete, Tier 3, analysis that involves material testing and analytical models. For this
thesis, it is intended only to highlight how these checklists are part of the decision-making
process and how they apply to historic buildings.
In Charleston, many of the existing historic structures predate the 1886 earthquake,
and with careful observation, the evidence of earthquake repairs are visible still. One
challenge when retrofitting buildings for seismic hazards is that the desire is to give these
buildings extra protection because they have an essential role in our cultural heritage, while
at the same time, the nature of this work is frequently damaging to the historic fabric. 57
Life Safety
Life safety is not a well-defined term in the codes, yet it is helpful to begin to give it
some meaning in the context of this study. In general, the idea behind life safety is that
occupants of a building need to be able to get out of a building safely. From a fire protection
perspective, sprinklers, smoke screens, firewalls, and alarms can accomplish this goal.
When the hazard to life safety is a building collapse in an earthquake, then the
challenge is to provide the necessary ductility in a building to absorb the movement and
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dissipate the energy. For steel buildings, bracing, yielding connections, and other means
provide the ductility. Unreinforced masonry buildings are relatively stiff, and the cracking of
the building walls dissipates the energy. If the walls crack too much, then the building
collapses.
While a flexible tower might be better for absorbing ground motion, a flexible
building in high winds may oscillate at its natural frequency. This movement exacerbates and
can cause the building to collapse as it sways back and forth. These are some of the
challenges with addressing life safety in tall unreinforced masonry buildings.
Code Official
The building code official is the authority charged with enforcing and administrating
the codes within their jurisdiction. The code official is responsible for interpreting the codes,
reviewing the proposed designs for code compliance, and permitting the work. Their
interpretations shall be in compliance with the intent and purpose of the code and are not
able to unilaterally waive requirements that the code explicitly addresses. 58
In the process of permitting projects, the code official is involved, especially when
permitting through any of the compliance methods for existing buildings. However, the
opportunity to make decisions on code interpretations gives them significant control over
the level of compliance historic buildings must have with the code requirements. This level
of control impacts life safety as well as preservation.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MORRIS ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
The Morris Island Lighthouse is a conical shaped brick masonry tower,
approximately 135 feet tall. The base is 25 feet in diameter, supported on a stone foundation
with new micropiles, installed in the last twenty years. The wall tapers to roughly 15 feet at
the top of the masonry, where a cast iron watch level and lantern are supported. The
lighthouse is a twin to the Bodie Island Lighthouse, which is in Figure 4.1. The original
floors are cast iron semi-circles support on the brick wall, and an iron beam pockets into
each side. The stairs typically turn 180 degrees around from floor to floor, also made of cast
iron. Since the installation of jetties at the mouth of the harbor, Morris Island’s shoreline has
rapidly receded. The lighthouse is now surrounded by water, accessible only by boat.
The lighthouse is not open to the public, but public access may be a long term goal
following a restoration of the lighthouse. Some of the character-defining features are the
cast-iron elements that make up the interior floors and stairs, as well as the lantern ironwork
at the top. The lighthouse serves as a symbol for the city’s coastline and as a reminder of its
maritime history.
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Figure 4.1 - HABS Drawings of Bodie Island Lighthouse. Courtesy of Library of Congress.
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Conditions Assessment
The overall condition of this lighthouse is poor. The masonry walls are suffering
damage on the exterior and interior from corrosion expansion of the iron beams supporting
the landings and stairs. The vertical cracks are visible in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.
The cast-iron elements, which comprise the stairs, landings, and lantern levels, are
heavily corroded due to the salt environment. The exterior has lost a few pieces of ironwork
as they break free in high winds.
Life Safety Risk
Due to its isolated location, the lighthouse has an Importance Category I. The risk to
life is very low since the structure is rarely occupied, except by those conducting
maintenance. From Figure 3.2, it is clear that nothing surrounds the lighthouse.
Wind Assessment
Due to the lower importance category, the design wind speed for the lighthouse is
137 miles per hour. However, it has an increased exposure category due to the surrounding
body of water. A sample calculation for the wind load applied to one segment of the tower
shows the pressures applied to the exterior. The calculations in Appendix A summarize the
gravity and wind loads on each floor of the tower. Under the combined wind and gravity
loads, the windward wall does not go into tension. Tension on one side indicates that the
tower may topple over since unreinforced masonry cannot resist tension stress. The fact that
the tower walls remain in compression under the design wind event indicates that the risk of
the tower overturning in a wind event is unlikely.
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Seismic Assessment
Appendix B contains two checklists for the lighthouse under a Tier 1 evaluation.
There are several unknowns and non-compliant issues addressed by work undertaken on the
building. However, as a simplified Tier I analysis, these checklists are not comprehensive and
do not capture the full extent of the deficiency. This checklist’s intended use is to make
determinations for low-rise concrete masonry buildings, a modern construction method. For
this building type, the checks are not well suited for the evaluation of specific hazards, such
as floor diaphragm connections. In modern masonry construction, the floor diaphragm is
the source of most of the mass and hence the seismic load on a building. In a tower, the
diaphragm does not distribute the seismic load to the perimeter wall since the floors
represent a tiny percentage of the building mass relative to the walls themselves. All of the
checks related to the diaphragm need context relative to the behavior of the lighthouse
under seismic load.
Repair Procedure
Repairs for the lighthouse are governed by Chapter 4 of IEBC, regardless of the
compliance method undertaken. The scope of this section is to bring the damaged portions
of the structure back to the pre-damage condition.
Repointing of the cracks with a compatible mortar constitutes a repair of the wall
within the requirements of chapter 4. This repair should include removing the corroded iron
floor beams and treating them to prevent further expansion from corrosion. By replacing in
kind, the repairs have a minimal impact on the historic fabric.
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Under 405.2.3, the vertical elements, the wall, might be considered to have
substantial structural damage as a result of the cracking. Substantial structural damage is
defined by the reduction, by more than 1/3, of the lateral force-resisting system capacity or
the reduction by more than 1/5 of a vertical component supporting gravity load. This level
of damage would trigger an evaluation by a registered design professional to submit to the
code official, and the repairs must be brought up to the reduced seismic loads from IBC.
Likewise, the gravity members follow a similar procedure in 405.2.4. The provisions of
Chapter 12, Historic Buildings, specifically exempt a historic building from the requirements
of 405.2.3 and 405.2.4. This option does not involve a building code official’s decision.
However, a condition deemed to be dangerous must be remedied.
Dangerous is defined in Chapter 2 to mean, generally, any structure or portion that
has collapsed in part or whole, or lacks necessary support to the ground. The definition also
includes structures or parts with a significant risk of collapse under service loads. The
dangerous features on this building include the exterior ironwork that has seen portions fail
under service level wind loads. The building official makes determinations on what aspects
are considered dangerous.
Alterations Procedure
An alteration to the lighthouse would have significant implications for the historic
character and is not considered a likely scenario for this building. Other towers in this thesis
address alterations.
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Change of Occupancy Procedure
A change of occupancy for the lighthouse is a distinct possibility. Under its current
use, it remains vacant. Any occupancy that sees regular visitation triggers the requirements of
this option. Compliance with this change may be either by the Prescriptive Compliance
Method, the Work Area Compliance Method, or Performance-Based. The underlying
assumption for the change is that the building opens as an observation deck with regular
visitors brought in groups by boat a few times per day.
Prescriptive Compliance
In the first line of Section 506, “no change of occupancy shall be made in any
building unless that building is made to comply with the requirements of the International
Building Code.” This obligates the building to meet a very steep burden, and none of the
exceptions in this section apply to this project.
Section 507 Historic Buildings offers an exception that the provisions requiring
improvements, relative to existing conditions, are not required. This exemption is not
available if the building official determines that there is a “distinct life safety hazard.” While
it is unclear what defines this hazard, it seems probable that this allows the building official
to mandate some improvements where there is significant concern about the welfare of
people in the tower. Aside from a distinct life safety hazard, this section exempts the
designer from doing repairs beyond a return to the original configuration and does not
appear to require input from the building official beyond rendering opinions and
interpretations of the code. This compliance method does not mention dangerous
conditions, probably because it is covered under the life safety hazard requirements.
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Work Area Compliance
The organizing chapter of the Work Area Compliance Methods, Chapter 6, redirects
the user to Chapter 10, for a change of occupancy. Section 1006 Structural has less stringent
requirements than the prescriptive method. Here the floor live loads must be the full loads
define in IBC Chapter 16. Additionally, with the increase in Importance Category, the higher
wind speeds must be considered. For this building, it is unlikely to have an effect.
The seismic increase that comes with a new occupancy category has a significant
impact on the work since the full seismic loads of the new occupancy category must be
resisted, not the reduced loading. In Section 1204, the change of occupancy requirements,
for historic buildings, do not provide any explicit exemptions from Chapter 10. There are
two means to get around these requirements for a full seismic retrofit to the full IBC loads.
The first is through a report detailing how this work would be damaging to the contributing
historic features as part of Section 1201. This allows the building code official the chance to
make a determination on whether the intent of the code has been met. The second is by
returning to Chapter 5, the Prescriptive Compliance Method, as directed in the structural
requirements of Section 1205.
Performance Compliance
As outlined at the beginning of this chapter, this method intends to maintain or
increase public safety without requiring the full compliance of the Work Area Method.
Section 1301.3 requires the building official accept that the work as compliant provided that
the evaluation is completed according to this section, which includes structural evaluations,
among others. The structural requirement is the completion of a structural analysis and
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evaluation. It must be submitted to the code official with all proposed compliance
alternatives. The analysis must demonstrate that the completed work can resist loads of IBC.
The code official must then determine whether the work proposed is in compliance.
This option offers a significant amount of leeway to the engineer to develop unique
solutions, especially where a project is a unique building type. There are no historic building
exemptions to apply under this compliance method. All of the compliance requirements can
be demonstrated with computation and creative solutions. The challenge to both the
designer and the building official is getting to a mutual understanding of what the design
team is planning. The best way to succeed is with communication and careful, complete
documentation and evaluations of the existing building.
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Figure 4.2 - Exterior Cracking. Courtesy of Craig M. Bennett, Jr., PE
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Figure 4.3 - Interior Wall Cracks. Courtesy of Craig M. Bennett, Jr., PE
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Figure 4.4 - Interior Wall Cracks below Floor Beam. Courtesy of Craig M. Bennett, Jr., PE
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Figure 4.5 - View of cast iron interior stairs and floor. Courtesy of Craig M. Bennett, Jr., PE
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CHAPTER FIVE
CITY INCINERATOR CHIMNEY
The City Incinerator Chimneys are conical shaped clay masonry towers,
approximately 135 feet tall. The base is nearly 19 feet in diameter, supported on a mat
foundation on piles. The first chimney was completed in 1934, followed by the other in
1940. The chimneys are capped at the top with a steel lid. Access to the interior is from
above only. The walls are comprised of an outer shell and a liner of refractory bricks. The
interior liners are cracked vertically, showing significant separation as the diameter of the
liner has increased. There is no internal diaphragm, just an open shaft that tapers to less than
13 feet in diameter at the top. A section through the chimney from the 1934 drawings is
shown in Figure 5.1. The analytical work is based on the construction documents and may
not reflect the as-built conditions.
The chimneys are located near the former city limits at the northeast corner of the
Eastside neighborhood in Charleston. Aside from being a pair of chimneys, the location and
history as part of the city services play an essential role in assessing their historic character.
Conditions Assessment
The overall condition of the chimneys is fair. From the exterior, a series of former
ladder rungs can be seen on the south side. In many areas, the rungs were cut at the brick
face, and the embedded metal has corroded and created a zipper crack up the chimney. The
addition of steel bands has provided some measure of confinement of the brick. Figure 5.2
shows the former ladder, and some replacement bricks are visible.
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In photos of the interior, the large vertical crack can be seen traveling up nearly half
of the liner. This crack is present in both chimneys. It is unclear what caused the liner to
expand outward, however movement of the outer shell would be a likely cause. Figures 4.3
and 4.4 are taken from the interior of the north chimney, showing the vertical cracks in the
liner.
Life Safety Risk
Due to its location in a residential neighborhood, the chimneys have an Importance
Category II. The risk to life is not zero, yet it does not rise to the level of a Category III
structure. From Figure 3.3, it is clear that a handful of homes surround the chimney, and
they fall into the zone of influence. The community center to the east is a separate structure
and does not impact the rating of the chimney except that it is within the fall distance.
Wind Assessment
Due to the importance category, the design wind speed for the lighthouse is 147
miles per hour. In an urban setting, the exposure category is B, which reduces the pressure
slightly. Like the lighthouse, the circular nature of the structure means it has a directionality
factor of 1.0, as the direction of the wind has the same impact all the way around. A sample
calculation for the wind load applied to one segment of the tower shows the pressures
applied to the exterior. The calculations in Appendix A summarize the gravity and wind
loads on each floor of the tower. Under the combined wind and gravity loads, the windward
wall does go into tension in the lower 2/3 of the tower. This indicates that there may be
some risk of the tower overturning in a wind event. This calculation is rough and provides
only an estimate of the hazards that may be present.
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Figure 5.1 - 1934 Drawings of Chimney. Courtesy of City of Charleston
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Figure 5.2 - South Face of North Chimney. Photo by author.
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Figure 5.3 - Interior View of Chimney Liner. Courtesy of City of Charleston.
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Figure 5.4 - Interior View of Chimney Liner. Courtesy of City of Charleston.

Seismic Assessment
Appendix B contains two checklists for the chimney under a Tier 1 evaluation. As
with the lighthouse, there are several unknowns and non-compliant issues directly due to the
configuration of the tower. For example, there are no diaphragms in the chimney. Again, it is
clear that these checklists are not comprehensive, and are ill-suited for this construction type,
a 135-foot unreinforced brick chimney.
Repair Procedure
Repairs for the chimney are governed by Chapter 4 of IEBC. This is true, regardless
of the compliance method undertaken. The scope of this section is to bring the damaged
portions back to its pre-damage condition.
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The repair of the vertical wall cracks is challenging to accomplish since the liner
cannot be accessed, and there is no way to close up the gap, except to infill and repoint. It
may be that this is the least intrusive approach, which makes the liner whole again. By
matching the existing mortar and stabilizing the interior lines, the repairs have a minimal
impact on the historic fabric. On the exterior, some of the existing ladder rungs have
previously been removed, and the surrounding brick replaced. This approach removes the
expansive iron from the brick and repairs the vertical cracks visible in the shell.
Under 405.2.3, the vertical elements, the wall, might be considered to have
substantial structural damage as a result of the cracking. This would trigger an evaluation by
a registered design professional to submit to the code official, and the repairs must be
brought up to the reduced seismic loads from IBC. The only gravity members to worry
about are the wall themselves. The provisions of Chapter 12, Historic Buildings, specifically
exempt a historic building from the requirements of 405.2.3 and 405.2.4. This is an option
that does not involve a building code official. However, a condition deemed to be dangerous
must be remedied.
Dangerous is defined in Chapter 2 to mean, generally, any structure or portion that
has collapsed in part or whole, or lacks necessary support to the ground. The definition also
includes structures or parts with a significant risk of collapse under service loads. This could
mean the risk of overturning in a high wind event. The building official has the authority to
decide on what constitutes a dangerous condition.
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Alterations Procedure
The possible alterations to the building may be to reopen the breach for access to the
public to experience the space. Provided that the liner is repaired and no further bricks are at
risk of dropping, this space would be visually interesting. Another approach is to shorten the
tower, thereby reducing the wind hazard.
Prescriptive Compliance
For alterations under the prescriptive compliance method, the alterations must
comply with IBC, and the existing building cannot be in less compliance than before.
Opening the breach would not impact the gravity or lateral systems in this case. This work
would be so minor that it would have virtually no impact, and there would be no need to
employ the exemptions for a historic structure at the end of chapter 5.
Reducing the height of the tower would significantly lessen the gravity demand and
the seismic load. Both would be significant improvements. However, an unreinforced
masonry wall is not permitted in this seismic zone, and since the work area exceeds the 50%
mark, the building must comply with IBC. To further complicate the issue, by shortening the
building, it may no longer qualify as historic, eliminating the option to exempt out. This is a
challenging scenario, and it seems likely that a building official would prefer to redirect the
designer to the performance-based compliance method.
Work Area Compliance
The opening of a doorway would classify as a Level 2 Alteration as it is minor. This
work does not trigger any of the requirements of Section 806 Structural.
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Shortening the tower would constitute a Level 3 Alterations and trigger Section 906
for structural requirements. It is permitted to use a reduced seismic load when evaluating the
shorter building, however, the construction type is still not permitted due to the seismic zone
for this area. Like the prescriptive method, the historic building exemptions would likely be
unavailable due to the alteration, therefor a retrofit of the remaining chimney is required.
Change of Occupancy Procedure
A change of occupancy for this chimney is technically not possible as it is currently
no occupied and has no occupiable floors. This procedure is not considered a likely scenario
for this building. Change of Occupancy is addressed by other towers in this thesis.
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CHAPTER SIX
ST. PHILIPS CHURCH STEEPLE
The St. Philip’s Church Steeple is nearly 200 feet above the street level. The base of
the tower is a square with arches in each face, forming a crossing vault ceiling below the first
level. The square form carries up through the lower 115 feet of the tower before
transitioning to an octagonal plan. The steeple steps in slightly at each of the next five levels.
The top 50 feet of the steeple is timber framing clad in copper and sits on top of the
masonry walls of the tower at the 160-foot elevation. The framing extends down three levels
to provide resistance to overturning. The tower is about 32 feet wide at the square base. The
tower was completed in 1836 up to the transition level. The remainder was completed in
1850 to finish out the design. A section through the steeple is shown in Figure 6.1, and the
floor plans are in Figure 6.2. The analytical work is based on these drawings.
The steeple is surrounded by graveyards on three side. However, the lower level of
the church, including the base of the tower, is classified as an assembly space. The church is
home to the oldest congregation in Charleston, founded in 1680, and the steeple is an icon
of the city.
Conditions Assessment
The overall condition of the steeple is good. Following Hurricane Hugo in 1989, the
steeple underwent some repairs, including a new stucco coating. The interior framing is in
good repair, with new joist sisters pocketed into the masonry. Figure 6.3 shows recent repair
work.
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Figure 6.1 - St. Philip’s Church Steeple Section. Courtesy of Bennett Preservation
Engineering, PC
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Figure 6.2 - Tower Floor Plans. Courtesy of Bennett Preservation Engineering PC
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Figure 6.3 - Floor Framing Repair. Courtesy of Bennett Preservation Engineering PC

Life Safety Risk
Due to its location above an assembly space, the steeple has an Importance Category
III. The risk to life is significant, yet it does not rise to the level of a category IV structure.
From the previously presented Figure 3.6, the approximate zone of influence indicates that
only a few houses at the zone periphery, the Church Nave to the east, and offices to the
south are within the zone of influence.
Wind Assessment
Due to the importance category, the design wind speed for the steeple increases to
157 miles per hour. In an urban setting, the exposure category is B, which reduces the
pressure slightly. The shape of the steeple differs from the other tower, but even the
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octagonal shape has a directionality factor of 1.0. In Appendix A, a sample calculation for
the wind load applied to one segment of the tower shows the pressures applied to the
exterior. The calculations in Appendix A summarize the gravity and wind loads on each
floor of the tower. Under the combined wind and gravity loads, the only areas that appear to
go into tension are at the top of the wall. Due to the reduced gravity load being near the top,
it is expected. To counter the issue, the timber-framed segment extends down three levels to
engage a larger mass of brick to avoid overturning at just the top. This tower is relatively
massive, and even with the higher wind pressure, there is little risk of overturning. This
calculation is approximate and provides only an estimate of the hazards that may be present.
Seismic Assessment
Appendix B contains two checklists for the steeple under a Tier 1 evaluation. As
with the other towers, there are a number of unknowns and non-compliant issues only due
to the configuration of the tower. For example, there is no way to know the collar joint
status without boring into the wall, which would be of little value. These checklists are not
comprehensive and are intended for use on common construction type, low-rise concrete
masonry structures, not a 195-foot unreinforced brick steeple.
Repair Procedure
Repairs for the church are unnecessary at this time. The steeple is well maintained,
and there are no apparent signs of decay that need to be addressed. The Repair procedures
are covered by other towers in this thesis.
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Alterations Procedure
The possible alteration to the building may add change ringing bells to the tower.
These have been proposed in the past and a brief layout of the bells created. This work
would create a ringing room for bell ringers, which must carry their load. Likewise, the bell
frame must support the vertical and horizontal load of swinging bells.
Prescriptive Compliance
For alterations under the prescriptive compliance method, the alterations must
comply with IBC, and the existing building cannot be in less compliance than before.
Adding mass impacts the gravity and lateral systems in this case. However, even the addition
of the bells would not trigger a 5% increase in demand on the gravity system or a 10%
increase in demand of the lateral system. If there was a doubt about the floor load capacity
for the ringing room, the existing capacity could be determined, and if necessary, occupancy
control enacted at the discretion of the code official.
Work Area Compliance
The work area may not exceed the 50% limit, depending on the calculation. The
addition of the nave and sanctuary in the total floor plan may mean the work to install bells
remains a Level 2 Alteration. The steeple would not be required to be brought up to IBC,
and there would not likely be a need to enact the historic building exemptions.
Performance Compliance
This method intends to maintain or increase public safety without requiring the full
compliance of the Work Area Method. Since the prior method is not unduly burdensome,
this method is unlikely to be applied. However, it would allow the designer to develop a
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report outlining the alternatives that may be available if the code official has an objection to
the work area calculation. Section 1301.3 outlines the role of the building official to accept
compliance with this section provided the evaluations are completed. The only structural
requirement is a structural analysis and evaluation that must be submitted to the code official
with all proposed compliance alternatives. The analysis must demonstrate that the completed
work can resist loads of IBC. The code official must then determine if the compliance has
been met. Since it is only the load that must be met, not the ductility requirements, it may be
possible, even in a high seismic zone, to be successful with this approach.
This option offers a significant amount of leeway to the engineer to develop a unique
solution, especially where a project is a unique building type. There are no historic building
exemptions, since they may not be needed. All of the compliance can be demonstrated with
computation and create solutions. The challenge to both the designer and the building
official is getting to a mutual understanding of what the design team is planning. This is done
with documentation and evaluations of the existing building.
Change of Occupancy Procedure
As with the proposed alteration, the change of occupancy may arise with the new
live loads to accommodate ringers in the tower. The floor system needs to be checked to
verify acceptability for this approach.
Prescriptive Compliance
The historic building exemption of this section allows the code official to accept a
lower live load, with operational controls to prevent overloading the floor system. This may
be a viable option if the demand cannot meet the full live load.
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Work Area Compliance
The organizing chapter of the Work Area Compliance Methods, Chapter 6, redirects
the user to Chapter 10, for a change of occupancy. Section 1006 Structural has less stringent
requirements than the prescriptive method. Here the floor live loads must be the full loads
define in IBC Chapter 16.
The seismic increase that comes with a new occupancy category has a significant
impact on the work since the full seismic loads must be resisted, not the reduced loading.
None of these issues call on decisions from either the code official or the engineer of record.
In Section 1204, the change of occupancy requirements, for historic buildings, do not
provide any exemptions from Chapter 10. However, the structural requirements allow the
user to return to the prescriptive compliance method and take advantage of the options
given in Chapter 5, which is limiting the number of occupants as allowed by the code
official.
Performance Compliance
This method intends to maintain or increase public safety without requiring the full
compliance of the Work Area Method. Section 1301.3 outlines the role of the building
official to accept compliance with this section provide the evaluations are completed. The
only structural requirement is a structural analysis and evaluation that must be submitted to
the code official with all proposed compliance alternatives. The analysis must demonstrate
that the completed work can resist loads of IBC. The code official must then determine if
the compliance has been met.
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This option offers a significant amount of leeway to the engineer to develop unique
solutions, especially where a project is a unique building type. There are no historic building
exemptions in the method, but they may not be required. All of the compliance methods can
be demonstrated with computation and creative solutions. As always, the challenge to both
the designer and the building official is getting to a mutual understanding of what the design
team is planning. This is done with documentation and evaluations of the existing building.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
The different compliance procedures all result in slightly differing results for these
towers. In general, the exemptions for historic buildings have a significant impact on the
options before both the Engineer of Record and the Building Official. While the engineer of
record regularly prepares reports and documents regarding the proposed work and the
recommendations for structural issues, it is the building official who deals with the less
technical questions. This includes determining dangerous conditions, what is life safety, and
how to interpret and enforce the code contrasted with the designer’s recommendations.
Repairs
The repair procedures on structural repairs in the International Existing Building
Code primarily involve the code official when the work is for repairs of substantial structural
damage. Under a normal procedure, the designer is required to submit an evaluation that
clearly defines whether the reduced seismic loads could be resisted after the repair is
completed to the original configuration. For historic buildings, the report focuses changes as
the Chapter 12 exemptions eliminate many requirements in Chapter 4. For example, in a
historic building, the term substantial structural damage is reduced to just structural damage,
which can be handled without submitting documentation to the code official beyond a basic
permit.
For these selected towers, the lighthouse and the chimneys, repairs can be completed
with like materials and original methods. This allows the owner to maintain the historic
fabric without being forced to make changes in the course of repair work. However,
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conditions that are unsafe or dangerous, as determined by the code official, must be
addressed and mitigated. This may apply only to the chimney which appear to be at risk of
toppling under design force winds. Overall, the repair exemptions are an ideal approach to
leaving the building in a preserved state.

Repairs

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

1202, 1205. Repairs of
masonry with like
material permitted,
likewise iron elements
may be replaced in
kind.

1201.5, 1205.2
Determines if unsafe
or dangerous
conditions exist,
which must be
remedied.

City
Incinerator
Chimney

1202, 1205. Repair of
masonry with like
material permitted,
however the wind
hazard creates a
potentially dangerous
condition that must
be resolved.

1205.2 The code
official must
determine if the wind
hazard is a dangerous
condition, and
enforce a remedy,
further work is not
required,

N/A

N/A

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple
Table 7.1 – Repair Comparison
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Alterations
Alterations are addressed by either of three methods. The Prescriptive Compliance
Method, which came out of IBC Chapter 34, appears to offer the most flexibility to the
design team. The historic building exemptions in Chapter 5 are broad and aside from life
safety hazards, allow the work on historic buildings to move forward without making
improvements or exceeding predamage conditions. For these towers, the results are the same
for the chimney and the steeple. Table 7.2 highlights these towers. The broad exemptions
over a lot of flexibility to achieve historic preservation goals and it gives the code official a
backstop when life safety is a major concern.
Alterations

Prescriptive
Compliance
Method

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

N/A

N/A

City
Incinerator
Chimney

507.1 Historic building
exemption Improvements relative
to existing condition
are not required, except
in the case of a distinct
life safety hazard.

507.2 Code official must
make determination on
distinct life safety
hazards. Does wind
hazard for this structure
meet that description?

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple

507.1 Historic building
exemption Improvements relative
to existing condition
are not required.

507.4 Code official is
authorized to accepted
existing floor loads and
approve controls to limit
live load.

Table 7.2 – Alteration – Prescriptive Compliance Comparison
Under the Work Area Method, the exemptions derive from Chapter 12 for historic
buildings. Table 7.3 highlights the different results for these buildings. In the case of the
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chimney, the work may impact the historic nature of the building, were it shortened
significantly. This task might prevent the use of Chapter 12. In that case, the remaining
structure must be brought up to IBC. For the steeple, the whole building is so large that the
50% portion does not get triggered, so this project remains a Level 2. As this building retains
historic elements, the use of Chapter 12 further reduces the burden on the designer to bring
the structure up to a full IBC compliance. These towers differ greatly, but when the historic
character is retained, the options for completing the alterations are straightforward following
the engineers report and the code official’s decisions.
Alterations

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

N/A

N/A

City
Incinerator
Chimney

906 Level 3 Alteration
for reduced tower
height. Chapter 12 not
available following
tower shortening.
Reinforcement of
remaining walls
required.

Code official must
determine if Chapter 12
is permitted, likely not
due to loss of historic
character.

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple

701.2, 806 Level 2
Alteration, shall not be
less safe than existing
condition. Investigation
and report on
compliance and
meeting intent required.

1202.2, 1201.5, 1205.2
Code official must
review report and make
determination an
acceptability of
deficiencies. Unsafe and
dangerous conditions
must be remedied.

Work Area
Compliance
Method

Table 7.3 – Alteration – Work Area Compliance Comparison
For the Performance Compliance Method, the result is essentially the same
regardless of which building is under consideration. The designer produces documentation
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attesting to the project meeting the code intent based on structural analysis and evaluations,
then the code official determines if they will accept the work. The goal of this chapter is
simply to improve the construction, even when the full code is not complied with.
Alterations

Performance
Compliance
Method

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

N/A

N/A

City
Incinerator
Chimney

1301.2.4, 1301.3 Based
on a structural
investigation and
evaluation, the building
must be no less safe
after the work.

1301.3.1 Unsafe
conditions must be
determined by code
official and abated.
1301.4.3 Compliance
must be determined by
code official.

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple

1301.2.4, 1301.3 Based
on a structural
investigation and
evaluation, the building
must be no less safe
after the work.

1301.3.1 Unsafe
conditions must be
determined by code
official and abated.
1301.4.3 Compliance
must be determined by
code official.

Table 7.4 – Alteration – Performance Compliance Comparison

Change of Occupancy
Similar to alterations, the role of the code official for providing interpretations is
called for in a change of occupancy compliance methods also. The prescriptive compliance
method asks the same questions regardless of alteration of change of occupancy. Historic
buildings may be brought to predamage states, unless a distinct life safety issue determined
by the building code official. Table 7.5 indicates as much, as it is similar to Table 7.2.
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Change of Occupancy

Prescriptive
Compliance
Method

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

507.1 Historic building
exemption Improvements relative
to existing condition
are not required, except
in the case of a distinct
life safety hazard.

507.2 Code official must
make determination on
distinct life safety
hazards. Does wind
hazard for this structure
meet that description?

City
Incinerator
Chimney

N/A

N/A

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple

507.1 Historic building
exemption Improvements relative
to existing condition
are not required.

507.4 Code official is
authorized to accepted
existing floor loads and
approve controls to limit
live load.

Table 7.5 – Change of Occupancy – Prescriptive Compliance Comparison
The Work Area Compliance method for changes of occupancy are noticeably
different from alterations. Work Area has a separate chapter, which is needed to address
changes as the importance category changes, or the building use changes since each
occupancy has unique requirements. The end result for a historic building is similar to the
alteration methods, since the building code official retains the authority to make a decision
based on information provided in the report from Chapter 12. This is shown in Table 7.6.
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Change of Occupancy

Work Area
Compliance
Method

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

1006 Live, Wind, and
Seismic Loads are all
likely to have a
significant impact with
increased occupancy
category. The only
exception as a historic
building is with a report
documenting how the
work will meet the
intent of the code.

1202.2, 1201.5, 1205.2
Code official must
review report and make
determination an
acceptability of
deficiencies. Unsafe and
dangerous conditions
must be remedied.

City
Incinerator
Chimney

N/A

N/A

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple

1006.1 Live loads for
the new floor use must
be checked. If historic
exemptions are applied,
an investigation and
report on compliance
and meeting intent
required.

1202.2, 1201.5, 1205.2
Code official must
review report and make
determination an
acceptability of
deficiencies. Unsafe and
dangerous conditions
must be remedied.

Table 7.6 – Change of Occupancy – Work Area Compliance Comparison
The Performance method for a change of occupancy is the same as it is for
alterations. For these buildings, the results are in Table 7.7 and there is no difference from
Table 7.4.
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Change of Occupancy

Performance
Compliance
Method

Engineer of Record

Building Official

Morris Island
Lighthouse

1301.2.4, 1301.3 Based
on a structural
investigation and
evaluation, the building
must be no less safe
after the work.

1301.3.1 Unsafe
conditions must be
determined by code
official and abated.
1301.4.3 Compliance
must be determined by
code official.

City
Incinerator
Chimney

N/A

N/A

St. Philip's
Church
Steeple

1301.2.4, 1301.3 Based
on a structural
investigation and
evaluation, the building
must be no less safe
after the work.

1301.3.1 Unsafe
conditions must be
determined by code
official and abated.
1301.4.3 Compliance
must be determined by
code official.

Table 7.7 – Change of Occupancy – Performance Compliance Comparison

Code Intent
It is the stated intent of the building code to “establish provisions that adequately
protect public health, safety and welfare.” 59 Furthermore, the IEBC offers an opportunity
for existing buildings to change with a controlled departure from full compliance without
compromising standards for life safety. 60 For historic buildings, Chapter 12 of IEBC intends
to provide a means to achieve preservation by providing some exceptions from the code
requirements. 61

International Code Council, IBC 2018, iii.
International Code Council, International Existing Building Code 2015 (Country Club Hills, IL: International
Code Council, 2014).
61
International Code Council, IEBC 2018, 57.
59
60
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Conclusions
The building code for existing buildings is a complex document that takes the user
through a number of different options that do not all lead to the same result. When
undertaking structural work on a historic building, the involvement of the code official is
important to the success of the job as they have significant decision-making power over the
hazards and extent of code compliance that must be met with IBC.
For historic buildings, departure from the IBC is possible with IEBC and offers a lot
of relief to those who balance new work with preservation of historic buildings. The
analytical work and reports offered by the design team help the code official with their code
interpretation. This is especially true with life safety issues and buildings in disrepair.
However, it is balancing act to achieve both priorities.
The Prescriptive Compliance Method appears to offer the most flexibility for
preservationists, followed by the Performance Compliance Method. It is the Work Area
Method which has the most regulation and may be hampered by spreading the information
across seven chapters.
Significance
This topic is significant to the discussion about existing build codes and historic
structures because there are ongoing conversations at the AIA Historic Resources
Committee and APTi Codes and Standards Committee. There is a need to understand how
the code impacts historic buildings. It is also apparent from both the architects and the code
officials that more involvement among the practitioners is needed in the code development.
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The complexity of following the code has led to the development of a diagram
demonstrating the flow from chapter to chapter. At the time of writing, no similar flow chart
could be located to help guide the code user down an avenue of compliance. The hope is
that at the very least, the conversations about reducing complexity and improving guidance
continue and sort out for the code users, both designer and code officials, who must enforce
and regulate them.
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APPENDIX A
WIND ANALYSIS CALCULATIONS
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Morris Island Lighthouse- Wind Load ASCE 7-16
Main Wind Force Resisting System - Unreinforced Masonry Lighthouse
Chapter 29 - Directional Procedure for Other Structures
References from ASCE 7-16
Risk Category = I

Table 1.5-1

Wind Speed (MPH)

Vult ≔ 133

Fig. 26.5-1A

Directionality Factor

Kd ≔ 1.0

Table 26.6-1

Surface Roughness

D

26.7.2

Topographic Factor

Kzt ≔ 1.0

26.8.2

Tower Height (ft)

h ≔ 135

Height at Evaluation (ft)

z ≔ 115.3
2
――
11.5

Velocity Pressure
Coefficient
Ground Elevation Factor

⎛ z ⎞
= 1.47
Kz ≔ 2.01 ⋅ ⎜――
⎟
⎝ 700 ⎠

Table 26.10-1

Ke ≔ 1.0

Table 26.9

Gust-effect Factor

G ≔ 1.0

26.11.1

Velocity Pressure (psf)

qz ≔ 0.00256 ⋅ Kz ⋅ Kzt ⋅ Ke ⋅ Kd ⋅ Vult 2 = 66.51

Eq. 26.10-1

Sample Segment 8, 25 feet tall
Diameter (ft)

D ≔ 15.75

Segment Height (ft)

H ≔ 19.4

Wall Force Coefficient
Round, Smooth

Pressure on Projected
Area (psf)

h
―= 8.57
D

‖
|
Cf ≔ ‖ if D ⋅ ‾‾
qz > 2.5| | = 0.6
|
‖ ‖ 0.6
||
‖ ‖
||
‖ else
||
‖ ‖
0.8
| ||
‖ ‖
p ≔ qz ⋅ G ⋅ Cf = 39.9
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Fig. 29.4-1

Eq. 29.4-1

Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Lantern

Segment
Masonry Dead Load
Elevation at top 135.0 ft
Wall Thickness
1.63 ft
Segment Height 7.7 ft
Outside Diameter
15.25 ft
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
12.00 ft
Wall Area
69.56 ft^2
Segment Weight
64,340 lb
Cumulative
64,340 lb
Total Dead Load

Iron Dead Load
Lantern
12000.00 lb
Landing
5000.00 lb
Stairs
500.00 lb
lb
Iron Weight 17,500 lb
Cumulative
17,500 lb
81,840 lb

Watch Room

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
Elevation at top 127.3 ft
Wall Thickness
Segment Height 12.0 ft
Outside Diameter
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative
Total Dead Load

41.00 psf
117.55 ft^2
4,820 lb
1.63
15.25
12.00
69.56
100,162
164,502

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb

Brackets
25000.00 lb
Landing
15000.00 lb
Stairs
850.00 lb
Framing
600.00 lb
Iron Weight 41,450
Cumulative
58,950 lb
223,452 lb

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
8 Elevation at top 115.3 ft
Wall Thickness
Segment Height 19.4 ft
Outside Diameter
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Weight
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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40.60 psf
183.00 ft^2
7,430 lb
1.94
15.75
11.88
84.07
195,473
359,975

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

Landing
Stairs
Framing
Iron Weight
Cumulative

1200.00 lb
2100.00 lb
400.00 lb
3,700
62,650
422,625

lb
lb

39.90 psf
305.16 ft^2
12,176 lb

Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
Masonry Dead Load
7 Elevation at top 95.9 ft
Wall Thickness
2.91
Segment Height 10.6 ft
Outside Diameter
17.50
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
11.69
Wall Area
133.24
Segment Weight
169,875
Weight
529,850
Total Dead Load

Iron Dead Load
Landing
1400.00 lb
Stairs
1000.00 lb
Framing
400.00 lb

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb Iron Weight
2,800
lb Cumulative
65,450
lb
595,300

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
6 Elevation at top 85.3 ft
Wall Thickness
Segment Height 11.9 ft
Outside Diameter
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Weight
Total Dead Load

38.70 psf
185.94 ft^2
7,196 lb
3.42
19.00
12.17
167.28
238,375
768,225

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

Landing
Stairs
Framing
Iron Weight
Cumulative

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
5 Elevation at top 73.4 ft
Wall Thickness
3.63
Segment Height 13.1 ft
Outside Diameter
20.00
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
12.75
Wall Area
186.48
Segment Weight
293,711
Cumulative Weight1,061,936
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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lb
lb

1500.00 lb
1300.00 lb
400.00 lb
3,200
68,650
836,875

lb
lb

37.90 psf
225.63 ft^2
8,551 lb
ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

Landing
Stairs
Framing
Iron Weight
Cumulative

1650.00 lb
1300.00 lb
400.00 lb
3,350
72,000
1,133,936

lb
lb

36.90 psf
262.50 ft^2
9,686 lb

Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
Masonry Dead Load
4 Elevation at top 60.3 ft
Wall Thickness
4.03
Segment Height 13.8 ft
Outside Diameter
21.50
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
13.44
Wall Area
221.22
Segment Weight
365,018
Weight
1,426,954
Total Dead Load

Iron Dead Load
Landing
2000.00 lb
Stairs
1500.00 lb
Framing
400.00 lb

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb Iron Weight
3,900
lb Cumulative
75,900
lb
1,502,854

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
3 Elevation at top 46.5 ft
Wall Thickness
4.26 ft
Segment Height 14.4 ft
Outside Diameter
22.77 ft
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
14.25 ft
Wall Area
247.72 ft^2
Segment Weight
427,322 lb
Weight
1,854,276 lb
Total Dead Load
lb

35.60 psf
295.63 ft^2
10,524 lb
Landing
Stairs
Framing
Iron Weight
Cumulative

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
2 Elevation at top 32.2 ft
Wall Thickness
4.54 ft
Segment Height 15.6 ft
Outside Diameter
24.00 ft
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
14.92 ft
Wall Area
277.65 ft^2
Segment Weight
520,591 lb
Weight
2,374,867 lb
Total Dead Load
lb
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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lb
lb

2200.00 lb
1600.00 lb
400.00 lb
4,200
80,100
1,934,376

lb
lb

34.00 psf
327.32 ft^2
11,129 lb
Landing
Stairs
Framing
Iron Weight
Cumulative

2200.00 lb
1600.00 lb
400.00 lb
4,200
84,300
2,459,167

lb
lb

31.90 psf
375.00 ft^2
11,963 lb

Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
Masonry Dead Load
1 Elevation at top 16.5 ft
Wall Thickness
4.67
Segment Height 16.5 ft
Outside Diameter
25.00
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
15.67
Wall Area
298.12
Segment Weight
591,766
Weight
2,966,632
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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Iron Dead Load
Landing
2400.00 lb
Stairs
1100.00 lb
Framing
400.00 lb

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb Iron Weight
3,900
lb Cumulative
88,200
lb
3,054,832

lb
lb

28.60 psf
413.54 ft^2
11,827 lb

Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Watch

Lantern

Segment
Dead Load
Area

P
A

81,840 lb
69.6 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

8.2 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

18,576 lb*ft
7.6 ft
1,637 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

0.6 psi

Dead Load
Area

P
A

223,452 lb
69.6 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

22.3 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

120,990 lb*ft
7.6 ft
1,637 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

3.9 psi

P
A

422,625 lb
84.1 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

34.9 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

476,275 lb*ft
7.9 ft
2,044 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

12.7 psi

P
A

595,300 lb
133.2 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

31.0 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

774,020 lb*ft
8.8 ft
3,688 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

12.8 psi

P
A

836,875 lb
167.3 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

34.7 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

1,200,292 lb*ft
9.5 ft
5,322 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

14.9 psi

8 Dead Load
Area

7 Dead Load
Area

6 Dead Load
Area
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Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
5 Dead Load
Area

P
A

1,133,936 lb
186.5 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

42.2 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

1,791,117 lb*ft
10.0 ft
6,557 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

19.0 psi

P
A

1,502,854 lb
221.2 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

47.2 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

2,549,024 lb*ft
10.8 ft
8,888 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

21.4 psi

P
A

1,934,376 lb
247.7 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

54.2 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

3,497,013 lb*ft
11.4 ft
11,171 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

24.7 psi

P
A

2,459,167 lb
277.6 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

61.5 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

4,707,837 lb*ft
12.0 ft
13,856 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

28.3 psi

P
A

3,054,832 lb
298.1 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

71.2 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

6,186,457 lb*ft
12.5 ft
16,218 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

33.1 psi

4 Dead Load
Area

3 Dead Load
Area

2 Dead Load
Area

1 Dead Load
Area
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Morris Island Lighthouse

Wind Overturning Calculation

Summary for Governing Combination (ASCE 7-16 2.4.1)
Leeward Stress
Windward Stress
Segment
P/A+My/I
P/A-My/I
Lantern
5 psi
9
Watch
11 psi
25
8
13 psi
43
7
11.0 psi
39
6
12 psi
44
5
14 psi
54
4
15 psi
60
3
18 psi
69
2
20 psi
78
1
23 psi
91
Notes:
Stresses calculated segment base
Negative indicates Tension, Positive indicates Compression
Windward Stress under 0.6D+0.6W, Leeward Stress under 1.0D+0.6W
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psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi

City Incinerator Chimney - Wind Load ASCE 7-16
Main Wind Force Resisting System - Unreinforced Masonry Chimney
Chapter 29 - Directional Procedure for Other Structures
References from ASCE 7-16
Risk Category = II

Table 1.5-1

Wind Speed (MPH)

Vult ≔ 147

Fig. 26.5-1B

Directionality Factor

Kd ≔ 1.0

Table 26.6-1

Surface Roughness

B

26.7.2

Topographic Factor

Kzt ≔ 1.0

26.8.2

Tower Height (ft)

h ≔ 135

Height at Evaluation (ft)

z ≔ 135
2
―
7

Velocity Pressure
Coefficient
Ground Elevation Factor

⎛ z ⎞
Kz ≔ 2.01 ⋅ ⎜――
⎟ = 1.08
⎝ 1200 ⎠

Table 26.10-1

Ke ≔ 1.0

Table 26.9

Gust-effect Factor

G ≔ 1.0

26.11.1

Velocity Pressure (psf)

qz ≔ 0.00256 ⋅ Kz ⋅ Kzt ⋅ Ke ⋅ Kd ⋅ Vult 2 = 59.56

Eq. 26.10-1

Sample Segment 8, 25 feet tall
Diameter (ft)

D ≔ 12.66

Segment Height (ft)

H ≔ 25

Wall Force Coefficient
Round, Smooth

Pressure on Projected
Area (psf)

h
―= 10.66
D

‖
|
Cf ≔ ‖ if D ⋅ ‾‾
qz > 2.5| | = 0.6
|
‖ ‖ 0.6
||
‖ ‖
||
‖ else
||
‖ ‖
0.8
| ||
‖ ‖
p ≔ qz ⋅ G ⋅ Cf = 35.7
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Fig. 29.4-1

Eq. 29.4-1

Wind Overturning Calculation

City Incinerator Chimney

Outer Wall Inner Wall

Segment
8 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

135 ft
25 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load

0.63
12.67
11.42
23.64
70,931
70,931

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
7 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

110 ft
25 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load

85 ft
20 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

35.70 psf
316.67 ft^2
11,305 lb
0.72
14.00
12.56
29.99
89,968
160,899

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
6 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

0.38
9.80
9.05
11.11
33,325
33,325
104,257

0.38
11.11
10.36
12.65
37,936
71,262
232,161

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

33.70 psf
350.00 ft^2
11,795 lb
0.89
15.10
13.33
39.55
94,923
255,822

0.38
12.16
11.41
13.88
33,310
104,571
360,393

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

31.30 psf
302.08 ft^2
9,455 lb

Wind Overturning Calculation

City Incinerator Chimney
Outer Wall Inner Wall

Segment
5 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

65 ft
20 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load

0.98
16.17
14.21
46.72
112,125
367,947

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
4 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

45 ft
20 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load

25 ft
13 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

29.00 psf
323.33 ft^2
9,377 lb
1.08
17.25
15.08
55.02
132,052
499,999

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
3 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

0.38
13.20
12.45
15.11
36,270
140,841
508,789

0.38
14.25
13.50
16.35
39,231
180,072
680,071

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

26.00 psf
345.00 ft^2
8,970 lb
1.25
17.95
15.45
65.57
102,293
602,292

0.75
11.17
9.67
24.54
38,289
218,362
820,654

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

22.10 psf
233.32 ft^2
5,156 lb

Wind Overturning Calculation

City Incinerator Chimney
Outer Wall Inner Wall

Segment
2 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

12 ft
10 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load

1.42
18.50
15.67
76.03
92,423
694,715

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
1 Elevation at top
Segment Height
Masonry Weight

1.87 ft
2 ft
120 lb/ft^3

Wall Thickness
Outside Diameter
Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative Weight
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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1.13
11.25
9.00
35.78
43,500
261,861
956,577

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

28.90 psf
187.41 ft^2
5,416 lb
2.00
18.83
14.83
105.77
23,734
718,449

1.13
11.25
9.00
35.78
8,030
269,891
988,341

ft
ft
ft
ft^2
lb
lb
lb

16 psf
35.22 ft^2
563 lb

Wind Overturning Calculation

City Incinerator Chimney

Segment
8 Dead Load
Area

P
A

104,257 lb
23.6 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

30.6 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

141,313 lb*ft
6.3 ft
430 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

14.5 psi

P
A

232,161 lb
30.0 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

53.8 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

571,375 lb*ft
7.0 ft
663 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

41.9 psi

P
A

360,393 lb
39.6 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

63.3 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

1,127,927 lb*ft
7.6 ft
1,003 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

59.0 psi

P
A

508,789 lb
46.7 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

75.6 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

1,872,798 lb*ft
8.1 ft
1,353 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

77.7 psi

P
A

680,071 lb
55.0 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

85.8 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

2,801,135 lb*ft
8.6 ft
1,806 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

92.9 psi

7 Dead Load
Area

6 Dead Load
Area

5 Dead Load
Area

4 Dead Load
Area
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Wind Overturning Calculation

City Incinerator Chimney

Segment
3 Dead Load
Area

P
A

820,654 lb
65.6 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

86.9 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

3,496,377 lb*ft
9.0 ft
2,298 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

94.8 psi

P
A

956,577 lb
76.0 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

87.4 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

4,091,679 lb*ft
9.3 ft
2,793 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

94.1 psi

P
A

988,341 lb
105.8 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

64.9 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

4,207,163 lb*ft
9.4 ft
3,799 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

72.4 psi

2 Dead Load
Area

1 Dead Load
Area

Summary for Governing Combination (ASCE 7-16 2.4.1)
Leeward Stress
Windward Stress
Segment
P/A+My/I
P/A-My/I
8
10 psi
39
7
7.1 psi
79
6
3 psi
99
5
-1 psi
122
4
-4 psi
142
3
-5 psi
144
2
-4 psi
144
1
-5 psi
108
Notes:
Stresses calculated segment base
Negative indicates Tension, Positive indicates Compression
Windward Stress under 0.6D+0.6W, Leeward Stress under 1.0D+0.6W
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psi
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St. Philips Church Steeple- Wind Load ASCE 7-16
Main Wind Force Resisting System - Unreinforced Masonry Steeple
Chapter 29 - Directional Procedure for Other Structures
References from ASCE 7-16
Risk Category = III

Table 1.5-1

Wind Speed (MPH)

Vult ≔ 157

Fig. 26.5-1C

Directionality Factor

Kd ≔ 1.0

Table 26.6-1

Surface Roughness

B

26.7.2

Topographic Factor

Kzt ≔ 1.0

Tower Height (ft)

h ≔ 195

Height at Evaluation (ft)

z ≔ 195

Round/Octagonal

26.8.2

2
―
7

Velocity Pressure
Coefficient
Ground Elevation Factor

⎛ z ⎞
Kz ≔ 2.01 ⋅ ⎜――
⎟ = 1.2
⎝ 1200 ⎠

Table 26.10-1

Ke ≔ 1.0

Table 26.9

Gust-effect Factor

G ≔ 1.0

26.11.1

Velocity Pressure (psf)

qz ≔ 0.00256 ⋅ Kz ⋅ Kzt ⋅ Ke ⋅ Kd ⋅ Vult 2 = 75.47

Eq. 26.10-1

Sample Segment 8, 25 feet tall
Diameter (ft)

D ≔ 15.75

Segment Height (ft)

H ≔ 19.4

Wall Force Coefficient
Round, Smooth

Pressure on Projected
Area (psf)

h
―= 12.38
D

‖
|
Cf ≔ ‖ if D ⋅ ‾‾
qz > 2.5| | = 0.6
|
‖ ‖ 0.6
||
‖ ‖
||
‖ else
||
‖ ‖
0.8
| ||
‖ ‖
p ≔ qz ⋅ G ⋅ Cf = 45.3
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Fig. 29.4-1

Eq. 29.4-1

St. Philip's Church Steeple

Wind Overturning Calculation

Spire

Segment
Elevation at top 187.0 ft
Segment Height 40.0 ft

Spire Self Weight
Framing
Cladding
Segment Weight
Cumulative
Total Dead Load

6000 lb
1000 lb
7,000 lb
7,000 lb
7,000

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
8 Elevation at top 147.0 ft
Wall Thickness
Segment Height 13.7 ft
Outside Diameter
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative
Total Dead Load

44.7 psf
303 ft^2
13,559 lb
2.3
15.2
10.7
91
149,736
156,736

ft Flooring
ft Framing
ft
ft^2
lb
lb Cumulative

Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
7 Elevation at top 133.3 ft
Wall Thickness
Segment Height 9.3 ft
Outside Diameter
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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lb

447 lb
1340 lb

1,787
158,523

lb
lb

41.8 psf
207 ft^2
8,664 lb
3.3
16.0
9.5
130
145,749
302,485

ft Flooring
ft Framing
ft
ft^2
lb
lb Cumulative
lb

354 lb
1063 lb

3,205
305,690

lb
lb

40.6 psf
149 ft^2
6,061 lb

St. Philip's Church Steeple

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
6 Elevation at top 124.0 ft
Wall Thickness
Segment Height 18.0 ft
Outside Diameter
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
Wall Area
Segment Weight
Cumulative
Total Dead Load
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load

3.5
20.5
13.5
187
403,757
706,243

ft Flooring
ft Framing
ft
ft^2
lb
lb Cumulative
lb

716 lb
2147 lb

6,068
712,311

39.8 psf
369 ft^2
14,686 lb

5 Elevation at top 106.0 ft
Wall Thickness
4.0 ft Flooring
1005
Segment Height 18.5 ft
Outside Diameter
24.0 ft Framing
3016
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Diameter
16.0 ft
Wall Area
251 ft^2
Segment Weight
557,947 lb
Cumulative
1,264,190 lb Cumulative
10,089
Total Dead Load
lb
1,274,279
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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lb
lb

lb
lb

38.0 psf
444 ft^2
16,872 lb

4 Elevation at top 87.5 ft
Wall Thickness
3.6 ft Flooring
813
Segment Height 11.5 ft
Outside Length
20.0 ft Framing
2438
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Length
12.8 ft
Wall Area
237 ft^2
Segment Weight
327,664 lb
Cumulative
1,591,853 lb Cumulative
13,340
Total Dead Load
lb
1,605,194
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load

lb
lb

lb
lb

lb
lb

36.0 psf
230 ft^2
8,280 lb

St. Philip's Church Steeple

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
3 Elevation at top 76.0 ft
Wall Thickness
5.0 ft Flooring
2000
Segment Height 22.8 ft
Outside Length
30.0 ft Framing
6000
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Length
20.0 ft
Wall Area
500 ft^2
Segment Weight 1,365,000 lb
Cumulative
2,956,853 lb Cumulative
21,340
Total Dead Load
lb
2,978,194
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load
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lb
lb

lb
lb

31.3 psf
405 ft^2
12,677 lb

1 Elevation at top 39.8 ft
Wall Thickness
5.4 ft Flooring
2240
Segment Height 39.8 ft
Outside Length
32.0 ft Framing
6720
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Length
21.2 ft
Wall Area
576 ft^2
Segment Weight 2,747,618 lb
Cumulative
6,546,466 lb Cumulative
37,906
Total Dead Load
lb
6,584,372
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load

lb
lb

34.6 psf
683 ft^2
23,615 lb

2 Elevation at top 53.3 ft
Wall Thickness
5.3 ft Flooring
1901
Segment Height 13.5 ft
Outside Length
30.0 ft Framing
5704
Masonry Weight 120 lb/ft^3 Inside Length
19.5 ft
Wall Area
520 ft^2
Segment Weight
841,995 lb
Cumulative
3,798,848 lb Cumulative
28,945
Total Dead Load
lb
3,827,794
Wind Pressure
Projected Area
Total Wind Load

lb
lb

lb
lb

lb
lb

28.8 psf
1272 ft^2
36,637 lb

St. Philip's Church Steeple

Wind Overturning Calculation

Spire

Segment
Dead Load
Area

P
A

7,000 lb
91.3 ft^2

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

Dead Load Stress P/A

0.5 psi

271,180 lb*ft
7.6 ft
1,962 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

7.3 psi

P
A

158,523 lb
91.3 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

12.1 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

515,692 lb*ft
7.6 ft
1,962 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

13.8 psi

P
A

305,690 lb
130.2 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

16.3 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

751,308 lb*ft
8.0 ft
2,817 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

14.8 psi

P
A

712,311 lb
186.9 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

26.5 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

1,392,595 lb*ft
10.3 ft
7,039 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

14.1 psi

P
A

1,274,279 lb
251.3 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

35.2 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

2,343,610 lb*ft
12.0 ft
13,069 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

14.9 psi

8 Dead Load
Area

7 Dead Load
Area

6 Dead Load
Area

5 Dead Load
Area
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St. Philip's Church Steeple

Wind Overturning Calculation

Segment
4 Dead Load
Area

P
A

1,605,194 lb
237.4 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

46.9 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

3,079,405 lb*ft
10.0 ft
11,131 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

19.2 psi

P
A

2,978,194 lb
500.0 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

41.4 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

4,897,799 lb*ft
15.0 ft
54,167 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

9.4 psi

P
A

3,827,794 lb
519.8 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

51.1 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

6,221,811 lb*ft
15.0 ft
55,451 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

11.7 psi

P
A

6,584,372 lb
576.0 ft^2

Dead Load Stress P/A

79.4 psi

Bending Moment M
Neutral Axis
y
Moment of Inertia I

11,100,798 lb*ft
16.0 ft
70,654 ft^4

Wind Load Stress My/I

17.5 psi

3 Dead Load
Area

2 Dead Load
Area

1 Dead Load
Area
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St. Philip's Church Steeple

Wind Overturning Calculation

Summary for Governing Combination (ASCE 7-16 2.4.1)
Leeward Stress
Windward Stress
Segment
P/A+My/I
P/A-My/I
Spire
-4 psi
5
8
-1 psi
20
7
0.9 psi
25
6
7 psi
35
5
12 psi
44
4
17 psi
58
3
19 psi
47
2
24 psi
58
1
37 psi
90
Notes:
Stresses calculated segment base
Negative indicates Tension, Positive indicates Compression
Windward Stress under 0.6D+0.6W, Leeward Stress under 1.0D+0.6W
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APPENDIX B
SEISMIC TIER 1 EVALUATIONS
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ASCE 41-17

Morris Island Lighthouse

Table 17-36. Collapse Prevention Structural Checklist for Building Type - Unreinforced
Masonry
Status
Evaluation Statement
Low and Moderate Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principle
direction is greater than or equal to 2.
C
NC N/A U SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry
shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section
4.4.3.3 is less than 30 lb/in^2 for clay units and 70 ln/in^2 for concrete
units.
Connections
C
NC N/A U WALL ANCHORAGE: Exterior concrete or masonry walls that are
dependent on the diaphragm for lateral support are anchored for outof-plane forces at each diaphragm level with steel anchors, reinforcing
dowels, or straps that are developed into the diaphragm. Connections
have strength to resist the connection force calculated in the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.4.3.7.
C
NC N/A U WOOD LEDGERS: The connection between the wall panels and the
diaphragm does not induce cross-grain bending or tension in the wood
ledgers.
C
NC N/A U TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of
seismic forces to the shear walls.
C
NC N/A U GIRDER-COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using
plates, connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the
column support.
High Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U PROPORTIONS: The height to thickness ratio of the shear wall at each
story is less than the following:
Top Story of multi-story building 9
First Story of multi-story building 15
All other conditions
13
C
NC N/A U MASONRY LAYUP: Filled collar joints of multi-wythe masonry wall have
negligible voids.
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Diaphragms (Stiff or Flexible)
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately
adjacent to the shear walls are less than 25% of the wall length.
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm
openings immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not
greater than 8'-0" long.
Flexible Diaphragms
C
NC N/A U CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm
chords.
C
NC N/A U STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight-sheathed diaphragms have aspect
ratios less than 2-to-1 in the direction being considered.
C
NC N/A U SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 feet consist of
wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing.
C
NC N/A U DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have
horizontal spans less than 40'-0" and aspect ratios less than or equal to
4-to-1.
C
NC N/A U OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragms do not consist of a system other
than wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing.
Connections
C
NC N/A U STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls
to wood structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to
limit the relative movement between the wall and the diaphragm to no
greater than 1/8 inch before engagement of the anchor.
C
NC N/A U BEAM, GIRDER, AND TRUSS SUPPORTS: Beams, girders, and trusses
support by unreinforced masonry walls or pilasters have independent
secondary columns for support of vertical loads.
C Compliant
NC Noncompliant
N/A Not applicable
U Unknown
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ASCE 41-17

Morris Island Lighthouse

Table 17-37. Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist for Building Type - Unreinforced
Masonry
Status
Evaluation Statement
Very Low Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principle
direction is greater than or equal to 2.
C
NC N/A U SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry
shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section
4.4.3.3 is less than 30 lb/in^2 for clay units and 70 ln/in^2 for concrete
units.
Connections
C
NC N/A U WALL ANCHORAGE: Exterior concrete or masonry walls that are
dependent on the diaphragm for lateral support are anchored for outof-plane forces at each diaphragm level with steel anchors, reinforcing
dowels, or straps that are developed into the diaphragm. Connections
have strength to resist the connection force calculated in the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.4.3.7.
C
NC N/A U WOOD LEDGERS: The connection between the wall panels and the
diaphragm does not induce cross-grain bending or tension in the wood
ledgers.
C
NC N/A U TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of
seismic forces to the shear walls, and the connections are able to
develop the lesser of the shear strength of the walls or diaphragms.
C
NC N/A U GIRDER-COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using
plates, connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the
column support.
Foundation System
C
NC N/A U DEEP FOUNDATIONS: Piles and piers are capable of transferring the
lateral forces between the structure and the soil.
C
NC N/A U SLOPING SITES: The difference in foundation embedment depth from
one side of the building to another does not exceed one story high.
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Low, Moderate, and High Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U PROPORTIONS: The height to thickness ratio of the shear wall at each
story is less than the following:
Top Story of multi-story building 9
First Story of multi-story building 15
All other conditions
13
C
NC N/A U MASONRY LAYUP: Filled collar joints of multi-wythe masonry wall have
negligible voids.
Diaphragms (Stiff or Flexible)
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately
adjacent to the shear walls are less than 15% of the wall length.
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm
openings immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not
greater than 4'-0" long.
C
NC N/A U PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There is tensile capacity to develop the strength
of the diaphragm at reentrant corners or other locations of plan
irregularities.
C
NC N/A U DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing
around all diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in
either major plan dimension.
Flexible Diaphragms
C
NC N/A U CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm
chords.
C
NC N/A U STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight-sheathed diaphragms have aspect
ratios less than 1-to-1 in the direction being considered.
C
NC N/A U SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 12 feet consist of
wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing.
C
NC N/A U DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have
horizontal spans less than 30'-0" and aspect ratios less than or equal to
3-to-1.
C
NC N/A U NONCONCRETE FILLED DIAPHRAGMS: Untopped metal deck
diaphragms or metal deck diaphragms with fill other than concrete
consist of horizontal spans of less than 40 feet and have aspect ratios
less than 4-to-1.
C
NC N/A U OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: Diaphragms do not consist of a system other
than wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing.
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Connections
C
NC N/A

C

C
NC
N/A
U

NC N/A

U STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls
to wood structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to
limit the relative movement between the wall and the diaphragm to no
greater than 1/8 inch before engagement of the anchors.
U BEAM, GIRDER, AND TRUSS SUPPORTS: Beams, girders, and trusses
support by unreinforced masonry walls or pilasters have independent
secondary columns for support of vertical loads.

Compliant
Noncompliant
Not applicable
Unknown
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ASCE 41-17

City Incineratory Chimney

Table 17-36. Collapse Prevention Structural Checklist for Building Type - Unreinforced
Masonry
Status
Evaluation Statement
Low and Moderate Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principle
direction is greater than or equal to 2.
C
NC N/A U SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry
shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section
4.4.3.3 is less than 30 lb/in^2 for clay units and 70 ln/in^2 for concrete
units.
Connections
C
NC N/A U WALL ANCHORAGE: Exterior concrete or masonry walls that are
dependent on the diaphragm for lateral support are anchored for outof-plane forces at each diaphragm level with steel anchors, reinforcing
dowels, or straps that are developed into the diaphragm. Connections
have strength to resist the connection force calculated in the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.4.3.7.
C
NC N/A U WOOD LEDGERS: The connection between the wall panels and the
diaphragm does not induce cross-grain bending or tension in the wood
ledgers.
C
NC N/A U TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of
seismic forces to the shear walls.
C
NC N/A U GIRDER-COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using
plates, connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the
column support.
High Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U PROPORTIONS: The height to thickness ratio of the shear wall at each
story is less than the following:
Top Story of multi-story building 9
First Story of multi-story building 15
All other conditions
13
C
NC N/A U MASONRY LAYUP: Filled collar joints of multi-wythe masonry wall have
negligible voids.
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Diaphragms (Stiff or Flexible)
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately
adjacent to the shear walls are less than 25% of the wall length.
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm
openings immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not
greater than 8'-0" long.
Flexible Diaphragms
C
NC N/A U CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm
chords.
C
NC N/A U STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight-sheathed diaphragms have aspect
ratios less than 2-to-1 in the direction being considered.
C
NC N/A U SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 feet consist of
wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing.
C
NC N/A U DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have
horizontal spans less than 40'-0" and aspect ratios less than or equal to
4-to-1.
C
NC N/A U OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragms do not consist of a system other
than wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing.
Connections
C
NC N/A U STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls
to wood structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to
limit the relative movement between the wall and the diaphragm to no
greater than 1/8 inch before engagement of the anchor.
C
NC N/A U BEAM, GIRDER, AND TRUSS SUPPORTS: Beams, girders, and trusses
support by unreinforced masonry walls or pilasters have independent
secondary columns for support of vertical loads.
C Compliant
NC Noncompliant
N/A Not applicable
U Unknown
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ASCE 41-17

City Incineratory Chimney

Table 17-37. Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist for Building Type - Unreinforced
Masonry
Status
Evaluation Statement
Very Low Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principle
direction is greater than or equal to 2.
C
NC N/A U SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry
shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section
4.4.3.3 is less than 30 lb/in^2 for clay units and 70 ln/in^2 for concrete
units.
Connections
C
NC N/A U WALL ANCHORAGE: Exterior concrete or masonry walls that are
dependent on the diaphragm for lateral support are anchored for outof-plane forces at each diaphragm level with steel anchors, reinforcing
dowels, or straps that are developed into the diaphragm. Connections
have strength to resist the connection force calculated in the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.4.3.7.
C
NC N/A U WOOD LEDGERS: The connection between the wall panels and the
diaphragm does not induce cross-grain bending or tension in the wood
ledgers.
C
NC N/A U TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of
seismic forces to the shear walls, and the connections are able to
develop the lesser of the shear strength of the walls or diaphragms.
C
NC N/A U GIRDER-COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using
plates, connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the
column support.
Foundation System
C
NC N/A U DEEP FOUNDATIONS: Piles and piers are capable of transferring the
lateral forces between the structure and the soil.
C
NC N/A U SLOPING SITES: The difference in foundation embedment depth from
one side of the building to another does not exceed one story high.
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Low, Moderate, and High Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U PROPORTIONS: The height to thickness ratio of the shear wall at each
story is less than the following:
Top Story of multi-story building 9
First Story of multi-story building 15
All other conditions
13
C
NC N/A U MASONRY LAYUP: Filled collar joints of multi-wythe masonry wall have
negligible voids.
Diaphragms (Stiff or Flexible)
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately
adjacent to the shear walls are less than 15% of the wall length.
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm
openings immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not
greater than 4'-0" long.
C
NC N/A U PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There is tensile capacity to develop the strength
of the diaphragm at reentrant corners or other locations of plan
irregularities.
C
NC N/A U DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing
around all diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in
either major plan dimension.
Flexible Diaphragms
C
NC N/A U CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm
chords.
C
NC N/A U STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight-sheathed diaphragms have aspect
ratios less than 1-to-1 in the direction being considered.
C
NC N/A U SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 12 feet consist of
wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing.
C
NC N/A U DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have
horizontal spans less than 30'-0" and aspect ratios less than or equal to
3-to-1.
C
NC N/A U NONCONCRETE FILLED DIAPHRAGMS: Untopped metal deck
diaphragms or metal deck diaphragms with fill other than concrete
consist of horizontal spans of less than 40 feet and have aspect ratios
less than 4-to-1.
C
NC N/A U OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: Diaphragms do not consist of a system other
than wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing.
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Connections
C
NC N/A

C

C
NC
N/A
U

NC N/A

U STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls
to wood structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to
limit the relative movement between the wall and the diaphragm to no
greater than 1/8 inch before engagement of the anchors.
U BEAM, GIRDER, AND TRUSS SUPPORTS: Beams, girders, and trusses
support by unreinforced masonry walls or pilasters have independent
secondary columns for support of vertical loads.

Compliant
Noncompliant
Not applicable
Unknown
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Table 17-36. Collapse Prevention Structural Checklist for Building Type - Unreinforced
Masonry
Status
Evaluation Statement
Low and Moderate Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principle
direction is greater than or equal to 2.
C
NC N/A U SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry
shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section
4.4.3.3 is less than 30 lb/in^2 for clay units and 70 ln/in^2 for concrete
units.
Connections
C
NC N/A U WALL ANCHORAGE: Exterior concrete or masonry walls that are
dependent on the diaphragm for lateral support are anchored for outof-plane forces at each diaphragm level with steel anchors, reinforcing
dowels, or straps that are developed into the diaphragm. Connections
have strength to resist the connection force calculated in the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.4.3.7.
C
NC N/A U WOOD LEDGERS: The connection between the wall panels and the
diaphragm does not induce cross-grain bending or tension in the wood
ledgers.
C
NC N/A U TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of
seismic forces to the shear walls.
C
NC N/A U GIRDER-COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using
plates, connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the
column support.
High Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U PROPORTIONS: The height to thickness ratio of the shear wall at each
story is less than the following:
Top Story of multi-story building 9
First Story of multi-story building 15
All other conditions
13
C
NC N/A U MASONRY LAYUP: Filled collar joints of multi-wythe masonry wall have
negligible voids.
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Diaphragms (Stiff or Flexible)
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately
adjacent to the shear walls are less than 25% of the wall length.
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm
openings immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not
greater than 8'-0" long.
Flexible Diaphragms
C
NC N/A U CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm
chords.
C
NC N/A U STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight-sheathed diaphragms have aspect
ratios less than 2-to-1 in the direction being considered.
C
NC N/A U SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 feet consist of
wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing.
C
NC N/A U DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have
horizontal spans less than 40'-0" and aspect ratios less than or equal to
4-to-1.
C
NC N/A U OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragms do not consist of a system other
than wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing.
Connections
C
NC N/A U STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls
to wood structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to
limit the relative movement between the wall and the diaphragm to no
greater than 1/8 inch before engagement of the anchor.
C
NC N/A U BEAM, GIRDER, AND TRUSS SUPPORTS: Beams, girders, and trusses
support by unreinforced masonry walls or pilasters have independent
secondary columns for support of vertical loads.
C Compliant
NC Noncompliant
N/A Not applicable
U Unknown
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Table 17-37. Immediate Occupancy Structural Checklist for Building Type - Unreinforced
Masonry
Status
Evaluation Statement
Very Low Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principle
direction is greater than or equal to 2.
C
NC N/A U SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the unreinforced masonry
shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check procedure of Section
4.4.3.3 is less than 30 lb/in^2 for clay units and 70 ln/in^2 for concrete
units.
Connections
C
NC N/A U WALL ANCHORAGE: Exterior concrete or masonry walls that are
dependent on the diaphragm for lateral support are anchored for outof-plane forces at each diaphragm level with steel anchors, reinforcing
dowels, or straps that are developed into the diaphragm. Connections
have strength to resist the connection force calculated in the Quick
Check procedure of Section 4.4.3.7.
C
NC N/A U WOOD LEDGERS: The connection between the wall panels and the
diaphragm does not induce cross-grain bending or tension in the wood
ledgers.
C
NC N/A U TRANSFER TO SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragms are connected for transfer of
seismic forces to the shear walls, and the connections are able to
develop the lesser of the shear strength of the walls or diaphragms.
C
NC N/A U GIRDER-COLUMN CONNECTION: There is a positive connection using
plates, connection hardware, or straps between the girder and the
column support.
Foundation System
C
NC N/A U DEEP FOUNDATIONS: Piles and piers are capable of transferring the
lateral forces between the structure and the soil.
C
NC N/A U SLOPING SITES: The difference in foundation embedment depth from
one side of the building to another does not exceed one story high.
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Low, Moderate, and High Seismicity
Seismic-Force-Resisting System
C
NC N/A U PROPORTIONS: The height to thickness ratio of the shear wall at each
story is less than the following:
Top Story of multi-story building 9
First Story of multi-story building 15
All other conditions
13
C
NC N/A U MASONRY LAYUP: Filled collar joints of multi-wythe masonry wall have
negligible voids.
Diaphragms (Stiff or Flexible)
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm openings immediately
adjacent to the shear walls are less than 15% of the wall length.
C
NC N/A U OPENINGS AT EXTERIOR MASONRY SHEAR WALLS: Diaphragm
openings immediately adjacent to exterior masonry shear walls are not
greater than 4'-0" long.
C
NC N/A U PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There is tensile capacity to develop the strength
of the diaphragm at reentrant corners or other locations of plan
irregularities.
C
NC N/A U DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There is reinforcing
around all diaphragm openings larger than 50% of the building width in
either major plan dimension.
Flexible Diaphragms
C
NC N/A U CROSS TIES: There are continuous cross ties between diaphragm
chords.
C
NC N/A U STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight-sheathed diaphragms have aspect
ratios less than 1-to-1 in the direction being considered.
C
NC N/A U SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 12 feet consist of
wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing.
C
NC N/A U DIAGONALLY SHEATHED AND UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally
sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel diaphragms have
horizontal spans less than 30'-0" and aspect ratios less than or equal to
3-to-1.
C
NC N/A U NONCONCRETE FILLED DIAPHRAGMS: Untopped metal deck
diaphragms or metal deck diaphragms with fill other than concrete
consist of horizontal spans of less than 40 feet and have aspect ratios
less than 4-to-1.
C
NC N/A U OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: Diaphragms do not consist of a system other
than wood, metal deck, concrete, or horizontal bracing.
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Connections
C
NC N/A

C

C
NC
N/A
U

NC N/A

U STIFFNESS OF WALL ANCHORS: Anchors of concrete or masonry walls
to wood structural elements are installed taut and are stiff enough to
limit the relative movement between the wall and the diaphragm to no
greater than 1/8 inch before engagement of the anchors.
U BEAM, GIRDER, AND TRUSS SUPPORTS: Beams, girders, and trusses
support by unreinforced masonry walls or pilasters have independent
secondary columns for support of vertical loads.

Compliant
Noncompliant
Not applicable
Unknown
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